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ABSTRACT
An empirical approach to measuring and predicting
the effects of target scene shadows on image interpretability
is described. A simulated aerial imagery data base is
utilized to quantify image interpretability and computed
graphics form the basis of the predictor algorithms. A
technique to quantify the relative visibilities of individual
line segment images is developed. Three categories of
predictors are proposed and utilize line segment visibility
to predict image interpretability. The success of the
algorithms are tested using regression analysis procedures.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
The objective of this project was to develop and test a
set of algorithms to predict the relative interpretability
of an image of a three dimensional target as the amount of
visible shadow changed. The basic premise of this effort was
the assumption that shadows improve the recognition of
features by outlining their edges. The fact that quality
degrades as visible shadows decrease has been observed in
aerial photography for some time. However, no known attempt
has been made to quantify and to predict explicitly the
impact of shadows on image interpretability.
In this experiment, simulated aerial imagery was
generated in which only the position of the sun was varied.
Resolution, aerial contrast, film type and optics all
remained constant. An approach to predicting the effects of
shadows on interpretability was derived from the mechanism
by which shadows surround a target. The target utilized in
this study was approximated by a three dimensional solid and
a model was developed to calculate the size and contrast of
the shadows cast by that object. Those calculations were
based on the relative positions of the sun, target and
camera and on the relative amounts of sunlight and skylight
energies.
It was hypothesized that the recognition of each target
edge contributes to the overall recognition or interpreta
tion of the target. How well each edge could be recognized
was based on the visibility (recognition) of a line segment
whose size and contrast were equivalent to the shadow cast
at that edge. Several algorithms were proposed in which the
summations of the edge visibilities were utilized to predict
the interpretability of the entire target.
To evaluate these predictors, two subjective scaling
experiments were conducted. In the first, the image inter
pretability of a model scene was measured under 45 different
solar conditions. The second test quantified line segment
visbility using an array of two dimensional reflection
targets. The data from the latter test provided a visibility
look up table for any shadow size and contrast and was uti
lized by each algorithm to predict interpretability. Those
values were compared with the measured interpretabilities of
the first experiment to evaluate the success of the predictor
algorithms. Thus, the predictors were based on a physical
model of how shadows change with sun position and were
tested with respect to the subjective impression of image
utility.
The results of this study are summarized in Section 2.
Background to the visible shadow phenomenon, its relation
ship to image quality measures and the use of shadows in
photointerpretation are discussed in Section 3. The approach
to the development, quantification and test of three pre
dictor algorithms is contained in Section 4. The production
of a simulation data base and the design, administration,
and results of subjective scaling experiments are covered in
Section 5. The evaluation of the predictive equations is
presented in Section 6. Conclusions and recommendations for
further study are in Section 7.
Test instructions for the subjective scaling experi
ments are contained in Appendix A. Appendices B, C and D
contain statistical output from the scaling tests and the
regression analyses.
2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
1. A simulated aerial imagery data base of 45 different
solar conditions (unique positions of the sun relative to a
constant camera look angle) was generated at the Itek Imagery
Simulation Facility. To the author's knowledge, this repre
sents the largest data base in which sun angle effects were
modelled under controlled conditions at a constant ground
resolved distance.
2. The range of utility of this imagery was significant
(see for example, Figure 7-1). In the best images, target
vehicles (trucks and tanks) could be easily identified while
in the poorer cases, the same vehicles were nearly beyond
detection.
3. The relative interpretation of these images was
quantified using a subjective scaling experiment.
Experienced observers, photointerpreters and photoscien-
tists, were utilized to gather that data. Interpretability
changed continuously through the data space (Figure 5-16),
indicating that image interpretability cannot be uniquely
determined from only the angle of the sun on a target.
4. Several algorithms were developed to predict the
interpretability of the model scene imagery. The predictors
were based on a photometric approximation of the appearance
of the target's edges.
5. The predictive algorithms were quantified using a
measure of a subjective visibility at each edge. Visibility
represented how well an observer could recognize the
existence and characteristics of a line (location, shape,
size, and orientation).
6. Line segment test targets were prepared and photo
graphed using the same photo-optical system as with the
model scenes. A second subjective scaling experiment mea
sured the degree of visibility of test target lines. This
quantified the interactions of size and contrast on visi
bility within the granularity of the film environment.
Visibility was thus specified for the complete
photo/optical/visual process.
7. The correlation (R^) of measured to predicted inter
pretability ranged from 0.68 to 0.86 for the most successful
algorithms. These results apply to only the conditions (look
angle, target type, orientation, etc.) tested in this study.
They indicate, however, that these predictors are strongly
correlating a physically based model with the subjective
impression of image utility.
3 . BACKGROUND
3.1 Visible Shadow Phenomenon
In aerial photography, the acquisition conditions are
known to affect the quality of an image. The most signifi
cant effect is imposed by the atmosphere in which gas mole
cules and a variety of particles scatter and absorb light.
The effect on a scene imaged through the atmosphere is a
contrast reduction, and consequently, a reduction in quality.
Consider what would happen if all parameters could be
fixed (target, atmosphere, optics, sensor), but the position
of the sun was moved. The direction and/or the length of the
shadows would change. This is effectively what has occured
in Figures 3-1 and 3-2l. Although the system parameters
(film, optics, focal length, scale) are unchanged, there is
a dramatic difference in the perceived qualities in each
pair of photographs.
In these examples, the sun has not simply "been moved"
while the camera platform remained stationary. In Figure
3-1, the same ground area was photographed early in the day
(a)
(b)
Figure 3-1. Effect of sun angle on visibility of
ground details.
(a) Sun Angle: 20 4'
(b) Sun Angle: 79 34 '
(a)
(b)
Figure 3-2. Effects of coincidence of angle of view and
angle of illumination. Successive photographs
in a line overlap. Same sun angle in each.
(3-la) and then just after noontime (3-lb). In the lower
image, the terrain appears flatter, without texture or
details. The sun was higher in the sky in that image and as
a result, much shorter shadows were cast.
In the second example, Figure 3-2, successive photographs
were taken from a moving platform. Only a short duration in
time separated the two; thus, the sun angles are the same.
What has happened in this case is that the angle formed from
the camera to the target to the sun has decreased from the
upper to the lower example. As this angle, known as CATS
(CAmera-Target-Sun) , decreases, the amount of shadows visible
from the camera also decrease. When the CATS angle reaches
zero degrees, the sun is directly behind the camera and
shadows are entirely obscured behind solid objects. The per
ceived quality effect is again dramatic. The busy city scene
in Figure 3-2a appears featureless in the lower photograph.
The cause of this phenomenon is illustrated in Figure
3-3. Consider a building illuminated by the sun from the
right hand side (3-3a). If the building were viewed from the
same direction as the sun, the shadows would be concealed
behind the building (3-3b). If the building and its back
ground were equally bright (and both very uniform), there
would be theoretically no signal or modulation in the scene.
Viewing the building from a different angle (3-3c) brings
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the shadows into view. The shadow effectively outlines the
building edges, which may give an observer sufficient infor
mation to recognize this shape as a building.
In a real scene, there are many objects on a variety of
backgrounds. The fundamental mechanism is the same though,
as shadow outlines will help to delineate both large and
small details. Improved recognition of details, in general,
will render an image more useful for interpretation purposes.
3.2 Relationship of Shadow Visibility to Image Quality
In order to describe the quality of an image, various
objective and subjective measurment techniques have evolved
which, to various degrees, measure something about an
image2-4# Similarly, numerous approaches to predicting image
quality have been developed and attempt to model the transfer
of an object scene into image space. The objectives of these
techniques fall into two basic categories5. They are (1) to
determine system performance, and (2) to measure image
utility.
The goal of system performance evaluation is to assess
whether a system (sub-assembly, or component) is operating
to specification. Specifications are usually defined by some
objective criterion, such as resolution, MTF, aberration
12
tolerance, etc. System designers, sellers and buyers all
must rely on these performance measures.
Image utitity analysis encompasses methods which deter
mine the suitability of an image for a specific purpose.
Utility assessment must be made by the product user. For
example, a radiologist would evaluate how useful an X-ray
was, or a photointerpreter would state how well an image was
suited to his readout requirements. Image utility is a
description of a judge's reaction to an image and hence, is
a subjective measurement.
The distinction between performance and utility measure
ment is important. A system can be operating to specifica
tion, but could still produce imagery of poor utility. For
example, if a scene was obscured by clouds, the image would
have little utility regardless of the performance level of
the camera system.
Performance measures are designed to be sensitive to
some change in the imaging process. In the visible shadow
example, target type, orientation, atmospheric conditions,
scale, look angle, optical quality and film parameters all
remain constant. It should be kept in mind that only the
amount of shadow visible to the the observer changes.
Tri-bar resolution is perhaps the most maligned, under
stood and utilized test in the photo-optical community.
13
Although resolution cannot be unambiguously linked to image
utility, it has power to encompass the combined effects of
the entire imaging system2. These include the lens, image
motion, film type, exposure, processing, viewing and observer
variables. This all inclusive feature is a drawback, as it
becomes more difficult to pinpoint a single source of degra
dation in the system. Resolution prediction by threshold
modulation curve and modulation transfer function inter-
section^ has helped resolution to maintain its popularity in
the lens design world.
Resolution measurement is based on a target containing
sets of three rectangular bars whose dimensions change by
the sixth root of two. As it is a two dimensional target
though, it is by definition insensitive to changes caused by
visible shadow effects. These effects are of course due to
the three dimensionality of real scenes; therefore, any two
dimensional target alone (edge, log periodic, double annulus)
would be inadequate for this purpose.
The modulation transfer function provides a worthwhile
tool to the designer and researcher by explicitly showing
the reduction of modulation through the spatial frequency
range. Shadow effects occur independently of the optical
system and hence, the MTF cannot be expected to measure or
predict these types of image effects. Because shadows will
14
vary in size or frequency, there may well be an interaction
with the MTF. For example, high frequency shadows which lie
beyond the lens cutoff are not likely to contribute to a
perceived quality change.
In the context of this work, the sensor or film type will
remain constant. Therefore, film parameters (sensitometry,
tonal transfer, granularity, spectral sensitivity) are
inappropriate for gauging shadow effects. As with the MTF
however, there may be interactions with film type due to
whether small shadows were resolved or due to spectral prop
erties (shadows areas are illuminated only by blue skylight).
These interactions are at least second order effects and are
not an issue in this project.
Objective techniques are not well suited to measure or
predict the effects of visible shadow on the image quality.
As seen in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 though, there obviously was
an effect. For example, if we were required to count the
number of buildings in Figure 3-2, the upper photograph
would be significantly more useful for that task. In other
words, the effect caused by shadows (or the lack of) relates
to the subjective use of these images. Hence, it will be
necessary to measure the impact in an image utility domain.
The amount of shadows visible to the camera can be
calculated. If it is possible to measure how shadows affect
15
the recognition of edges, it may be possible to predict how
well an entire target can be recognized. In the following
section, the mechanism of shadow visibility will be further
developed and an approach to measuring and predicting the
shadow effects proposed. The remainder of this section will
discuss the effects of shadows that are currently considered
and utilized in photointerpretation.
3.3 Use of Shadows in Photointerpretation
The role of shadows in photointerpretation is linked to
the intended use of the photographs. In some respects, the
utility of shadows is dichotomous as shadow effects tend to
advantage some situations while disadvantaging others. For
example, shadows are avoided in topographic mapping in order
to maximize the amount of unobscured area, while shadows
enhance the recognition of low relief details in geological
surveys?"**
.
The amount of shadows in the scene is not the only vari
able to be considered in planning an aerial photographic
mission^-lO. Exposure time is also a function of sun angle
as the illumination on the target varies with the angle of
the incidient sunlight energy. At higher sun angles, expo
sure time can be minimized which in turn can minimize the
degradation caused by image motion. Image motion effects are
16
a primary consideration in reconnaissance photgraphy11-13.
The selection of an imaging time is a trade off among film
type, exposure time, image motion, weather conditions (often
related to the time of day), as well as the shadow effects.
Most aerial photography takes place between 10 A.M. and 3
P.M.8.
Attempting to see into areas obscured by shadows requires
an increase in exposure time. Hazier conditions actually
increase the illumination in the shadow areas as more sun
light is scattered by the atmosphere (which increases the
amount of skylight illumination). However, diffused lighting
conditions are not recommended for flat, low contrast terrain
photography as "sharp shadows are needed to delineate image
detail"14.
Image motion degradation may be less of a consideration
in large coverage, lower quality systems. Twenty feet of
smear on the ground is not as significant if ground resolved
distance is 100 feet as opposed to 20 feet. Low to inter
mediate sun angles are used by Landsat to enhance subtle
geometrical features15. Early mapping of the moon (from the
Earth) was another case in which image smear was not a sig
nificant problem. Low sun angles were utilized to enhance
low relief features (craters, faults) on the moon's
surface16"17. Recent site development and land planning
17
studies (on the Earth) have used low sun angle photgraphy to
accentuate topographic details18. In those efforts where the
direction of the photography can be controlled, pre-flight
planning must optimize the orientation and the slope of the
topography (to avoid shadows concealing rather than enhancing
subtle features along a steep slope). Archeological photo
graphy has utilized shadows in an analogous manner to empha
size the relief of surface structures of ancient sites1^.
Early photogrammetric applications of shadows were to
determine heights of trees by measuring the length of sha
dows on the ground2^"21. Military reconnaissance utilizes
the same mensuration techniques to determine object
heights22. Shadows have also been noted to be indicative of
an object's profile and hence, facilitate recognition23. One
unpublished effort reported that shadows from a 45 degree
illumination (sun) angle were the most conducive to target
identification24. It was suggested that at those angles,
shadows were neither compressed nor elongated and therefore
presented an undisturbed picture of the object. Shadows are
believed to enhance the perception of depth, and photointer-
preters are instructed to hold prints so that the shadows
fall toward them. If held the opposite way, elevations tend
to look like depressions and vice versa25.
18
The effects of the illumination angle have also been
investigated by artificial intelligence and computer graphics
researchers. Photometric stereo, an artificial intelligence
research area, involves maintaining the same angle of view
while varying the direction of the incident illumination
between successive views26. In computer graphics, shadows
were advocated by Crow to give more realistic imagery and
improved comprehension to computer generated images27.
Shadows have been acknowledged in numerous sources to
have an effect on the interpretation of the imagery7"25.
Implied or stated in many of these references was that the
detail along the shadow edge was enhanced. When objects are
identified, abrupt edge gradients or variations in tone are
used by the observer for that interpretation. The approach
that will be taken in this work is to evaluate photometri
cally what occurs at the edges of a target as the sun posi
tion changes. How that photometric effect can be applied to
predicting the image interpretability will be developed in
the next section.
19
4. APPROACH
4.1 Visible Shadow Mechanism
A preliminary description of the visible shadow mecha
nism was developed in the previous chapter. An object's
appearance due to sun position will be elaborated upon here
as there are secondary photometric effects which contribute
to the overall visual impact.
The geometrical conventions utilized in this work are
presented in Figure 4-1. It should be noted that:
1. Sun angle or solar altitude (SA) is measured from
the horizontal target plane.
2. Sun azimuth (SAZ) is the projection of a vector from
the sun to the target onto the horizontal target
plane (often defined to be measured clockwise from
North).
3. Look Angle (LA) is measured from nadir.
4. Look Azimuth (LAZ) is the projection of a vector
from the target to the camera onto the horizontal
target plane.
20
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5. Camera-Target-Sun Angle (CATS) is the angle between
the vectors from the target to the sun and from the
target to the camera.
6. Aspect angle (ASP) is the projection of the CATS
angle onto the ground. It is also the angle between
the LAZ and the SAZ vectors.
An example to illustrate the visible shadow mechanism is
presented in Figure 4-2. It is a cube viewed at a moderate
look angle. As discussed previously, the primary effects are
the shadows cast (in this case) to the side of the object.
The amount of shadow that can be viewed depends on the look
geometry, sun position, target orientation and target size.
The contrast of the shadow against the background is a func
tion of the atmospheric illumination (sunlight to skylight
ratio) and is calculated in Section 6.1.
Secondary effects are found on the front vertical sur
faces. The amount of these surfaces seen depends on the
target orientation and the look angle. The radiances of
these surfaces will vary with the sun position (by a cosine
falloff effect assuming Lambert's Law to hold) and with the
amount of skylight on a vertical surface.
The net effect is that the top surface can be surrounded
on all four sides by line segments which vary in length,
22
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width and contrast. Those characteristics will influence how
well the target edges are detected, which in turn should
relate to the entire target's recognition.
4.2 Sample Domain
The primary independent variable in this study is the
sun position. For a given look angle, geometry dictates the
possible sun and CATS angles. Figure 4-3 represents the
entire sample domain for a 20 degree look angle. There are
in fact two possible sun positions for any CATS/SA com
bination. Those positions are symmetrical; one to the left
of the viewpoint and the other to the right (shadows cast to
the right or to the left, respectively).
In Figure 4-4, a simple target box has been added to
this diagram to show the direction and amount of shadow
visible. A sun to the left of the viewer was adopted. It can
be seen that:
1. At a constant CATS angle, visible shadow decreases
with increasing SA.
2. At a constant SA, visible shadow decreases with
decreasing CATS.
3. Neither CATS nor SA alone can describe the amount of
visible shadow.
24
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4.3 Hypothesis Development
For simple box shaped objects, the photometric effect of
visible shadow can be described by the characteristics of the
surrounding four line segments. We have a priori knowledge
(Figures 3-1 and 3-2) that:
1. If there are no shadows (no line segments), inter
pretability is poor.
2. With shadows (some number of line segments), inter
pretation is improved.
Therefore, it is proposed that the interpretation of the
entire target is some function of how well the four line
segments are recognized:
Interpretability = Fn ( Line Segment Visibility )
To evaluate the function given above, several require
ments must be fulfilled. Foremost is explicitly defining the
function relating interpretation and visibility. This will
become the predictor algorithm. To evaluate that algorithm,
both line segment visibility and target interpretability
must be quantified. Experiments to define those numbers will
be described in the following section (4.4). First, three
predictor algorithms are proposed.
27
1. Predictor one is a binary summation. Line segments
are either visible (equal to one) or not visible (equal to
zero). Predicted interpretability will be the sum of the
visibility status of the four line segments (Figure 4-2).
2. Predictor two is a weighted summation. Each line
segment will be assigned a visibility scale value of zero
(not visible) or between one (threshold level of visibility)
and ten (very visible). Again, the predicted interpretability
will be the sum of the four line segment visibilities.
3. Predictor three attempts to add some weight to the
superadditivity that may result from having two moderately
visible segments as opposed to only one very visible segment.
Having additional line segments should give significant
information as to the target shape, perhaps more than a
singular visibility number represents. In this case, pre
dicted interpretability will equal the sum of the individual
line segment visibilities (zero or from one through ten)
multiplied by the square of the number of visible lines (1,
2, 3 or 4). This predictor is equivalent to the product of
predictor one squared and predictor two. The power of the
exponent will weight the significance of the predicted
superadditivity.
28
4.4 Testing Requirements
4.4.1 Line Segment Visibility
It is necessary to predict the degree of image line
segment visibility based on calculations of object space
characteristics. Interestingly, earlier experiments have
shown good agreement between quality judgements and single
bar contrast28. At that time though, neither the effects of
the film's characteristic curve nor granularity were modeled.
For line segment visibility to correlate with the target
scene visibility, all components of the lens/film transfer
must be included.
The approach here will be to determine empirically the
visibility of single bars. Targets will be produced to
sample the anticipated range of object space line segments.
These will be photographed in the same environment (lens,
camera, film, exposure, processing, printing) as the target
model. Visibility will be quantified using a subjective
scaling experiment29. A replicate image of the most distinct
line segment will be shown to an observer and assigned a
value of ten. Zero will signify that a line segment was not
visible and one will indicate that a line segment is just
barely visible (threshold level). No examples will be
supplied for those definitions. Subjects will be presented
29
positive enlargements (same magnification as target scene)
and will be asked to assign a visibility to each line
segment.
Results will be evaluated in the format shown in Figure
4-5. In Figure 4-5a, visibility is plotted as a function of
width at different modulation levels. Relationships of this
form will be used to interpolate per a set of line segment
characteristics. This same data can also be presented, as in
Figure 4-5b, to show a threshold level of visibility for
this film and processing. This curve represents the threshold
threshold level of modulation required for a single bar
target at a given frequency.
4.4.2 Target Interpretability
A measure of target interpretability is required through
out the sample domain. The predictor models will be based on
a simple box target whose brightness (or reflectance) is
equivalent to its background. The selected target must
approximate this model. Fortunately, some common targets
such as buildings and vehicles satisfy that requirement.
Several ground vehicles were chosen as they can match the
predictor model assumptions and will present a familiar
target for observers to evaluate in an experiment. Using the
Itek Imagery Simulation Facility, simulated aerial images of
this target will be acquired at various sun and CATS angles.
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Relative interpretability will be measured using a sub
jective scaling experiment. In that test, a scale will be
established with the poorest image set at zero and the best
at one hundred (selections made by author). Observers will
be asked to place the entire set of images along this scale
based on how suited they believe an image is for interpreta
tion purposes (i.e., target detection, identification) rela
tive to the fixed examples. Observers will not be constrained
to stay within the zero through one hundred range if they
disagree with the best/worst selections. Those two images
essentially set the rate of change of interpretability along
the scale. It is convenient to try to select the best/worst
pair so that observers are not forced to extrapolate exces
sively beyond the endpoints. Figure 4-6 presents this test
scenario.
4.5 Test of Hypotheses
Each predictor will utilize the measured line visibility
values to predict interpretability. Those predictions will
be plotted versus measured interpretabilties. The data from
predictor one will cause the ordinate values to be quantized
at levels of 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4. The other predictors should
have a continuous spectrum. The plots will be evaluated by
the "I-Test" first ("To see if anything hits you between the
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eyes"), followed by a linear regression analysis. The initial
test will be to determine if there is a relationship between
the measured and predicted interpretability values. The
degree of association and the goodness of fit will be eval
uated using the correlation coefficent, mean square error
and the average absolute residuals.
The changes in interpretability across the parameter
space will be evaluated by the plots in Figure 4-7. Trends
should be visible and the entire data set will be analyzed
by a multiple regression:
Interpretation = fn (SA,CATS,ASP)
The results of these diagnostics may lead to modifications
to the predictors.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL
5.1 Imagery Data Base
5.1.1 Design
To provide a data base to study the visible shadow
effects, a scenario must first be developed upon which the
image simulation can be based. The primary components to be
identified are the target types (model scene and line
target), the sensor performance level and the acquisition
conditions.
Ground vehicles were selected as the targets for this
study as they present a reasonable approximation to the
target shape modeled in the predictor hypotheses. In addi
tion, most observers are familiar with these targets and
hence, will be able to make judgements of relative quality.
The target scene prepared for this study is shown in Figure
5-1. All models are at the same scale, 1:87, and offer a
range of size and detail. The desert background measures
18 x 36 inches which at the model scale is equivalent to a
130 x 260 foot area. All vehicles were painted a tan color
and therefore present a low target-to-background contrast.
36
Figure 5-1. Model scene target array.
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The possible imaging scenarios (camera type, focal
length, scale, film type, altitude, scale, etc.) are nearly
unlimited. Rather than developing a scenario in image space,
a sampling plan was generated in the target domain. Figure
5-2 presents guidelines for various levels of ground vehicle
interpretation30. Ground resolved distance, GRD, is the pro
jection of image plane resolution into object space. This
chart identifies 5 foot GRD as sufficient to detect that a
vehicle is present. To be able to make a precise identifica
tion of that vehicle however would require 1 foot GRD. Bear
in mind that these numbers are general guidelines between a
system performance measure and image interpretability. The
relationship between GRD and image utility can be ambiguous.
To evaluate the effects of visible shadows, we must
sample in a region where changes can be observed. Obviously
at a 20 foot GRD a vehicle could not be detected; therefore
shadow effects would have a meaningless effect on vehicle
interpretation. Similarly, the other extreme (1 inch GRD)
would be inappropriate for this test.
A midrange GRD, between 1 and 2 foot, was chosen. At
that performance level, observers should be able to identify
a ground vehicle. If the lack of visible shadows degrades
interpretability, we would expect the ability to identify
the target to decline, perhaps to the point of merely being
38
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able to detect the target. Operating at a nominal perfor
mance level of 1.5 foot GRD allows a range for measurable
quality degradations with this target type.
The effect of acquisition conditions on the visible sha
dow was presented in Figure 4-4. As the sun or CATS angle
changes, so does the amount of viewed shadow. If interpret
ability is linked to the visible shadow, there may be quality
changes occuring across the entire SA/CATS matrix.
The sampling plan adopted for this study is shown in
Figure 5-3. Sun angles from 10 through 90 degrees and CATS
angles from 90 through 10 degrees have been fully crossed at
10 degree increments. Additional points in the region of
very low visible shadows (high sun angles, low CATS angles)
were added. As seen in Figure 5-3, the 45 sampled cases
encompass essentially the entire range of conditions possible
at a 20 degree look angle.
Natural illumination is composed of sunlight, skylight
and atmospheric haze. All three of these components vary
with the sun angle and the particular atmospheric conditions
(clear, cloudy, hazy). The relative amounts of illumination
in turn will determine the contrasts of the shadows and the
vertical surfaces to the background.
For the present work, a single ratio of sunlight to sky
light (on a horizontal surface) of 2:1 was adopted. This
40
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will maintain a constant shadow contrast throughout all con
ditions.
Normally, atmospheric haze is introduced by using a
beamsplitter in front of the simulation camera. To add haze
is trivial; to measure exactly how much was added is not. A
series of large sensitometric patches must be photographed,
their densities measured and then plotted to calibrate the
scene contrast.
Little would be gained in this experiment by adding haze.
The predictor hypotheses are designed to measure relative
qualities. The primary effect of atmospheric haze is to
change the overall or absolute quality level and thus would
have no direct impact on relative quality measurements.
Therefore, only sunlight and skylight were used to illumi
nate the target scene.
The final element to be designed was the line target.
These targets would be used to quantify the visibility of
line segments which vary in length, width and contrast. As
the remainder of test scenario has now been developed, the
expected line characteristics can be identified. Length is
primarily a function of the target
vehicles' dimensions.
Width will vary due to both the shadow lengths and the height
of the front vertical surfaces. Contrast will be determined
42
by the angle of the sun and the relative amounts of sunlight
and skylight.
Tri-bar threshold modulation (TM) curves for several
film types are shown in Figure 5-431. A single bar would be
expected to be resolved at greater frequencies than a set of
tribars (basically due to the tri-bar requirement to distin
guish that there are three separate bars). Therefore, a
single bar threshold curve would be shifted toward higher
frequencies.
As these TM relationships are linear in log modulation -
log frequency, a linear sampling in each domain was the
design goal for the bar targets. A 1 foot GRD is equivalent
to a line pair (bar + space) width of 0.014 inches (at 1:87
model scale). Samples were taken on both sides of this width
as listed in Table 5-1. The maximum width of 1.28 inches
would certainly be resolved and although some shadows would
exceed this width (at sun angles of 10 and 20 degrees), it
was not deemed necessary to include any wider lines. Line
length was sampled at 2, 1 and 1/2 inches.
As mentioned above, the aim values of the target modula
tions were to provide a linear sampling in log modulation.
Achieved modulations are listed in Table 5-1. The targets
were produced by cutting rubylith masters, contact printing
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Width (in.)
0,.005
0.,01
0.,02
0.,04
0.,08
0.,16
0.,32
0.,64
1.,28
Table 5-1
Line Target Parameters
Length (in.)
0.5
1.0
2.0
Modulation
0,,02
0,,08
0,,13
0.,23
0,,33
0.,49
0.,86
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onto lithographic duplicates and then printing those onto
Kodak Polycontrast RC paper, N surface. Exposure was varied
to change modulation. The targets were dark bars on a base
plus fog background. An example target is presented in
Figure 5-5.
5.1.2 Imagery Production
The Itek Imagery Simulation Facility (ISF) was utilized
to generate both the ground vehicle and line target imagery.
The ISF is a laboratory in which controlled imagery data
bases are produced to study the effects of imaging parameters
on quality.
The fundamentals of the ISF operation are illustrated in
Figure 5-6. The camera systems are located on a balcony and
view ground level model scenes through a 30 inch diameter
folding mirror. A hemispherical bank of 200 tungsten flood
lamps surround the' model and simulate skylight illumination.
High intensity (2000 watt) spot lamps are used as sunlight
sources and are hung within the ISF to achieve the desired
geometry. The distances from the sunlamps to the model are
large (20-30 feet) compared to the model dimensions (18x36
inches). This is to minimize beam divergence and non-uniform
illumination on the model surface which could result from a
nearby source. Atmospheric haze can be introduced by a beam-
Figure 5-5. Sample line target. Line widths increased
from 0.005" to 1.28" in a factor of two progression.
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splitter in front of the camera. The illumination levels of
all three sources can be varied by changing voltage; hence,
virtually any illumination condition can be simulated. The
target scenes are placed on a model platform which is tilted
to match the camera system look angle.
Only one sunlight source is required per CATS angle. The
angle between the optical axis and the sun remains fixed
(constant CATS), while the angle of the sun on the target is
changed by rotating the entire model platform. The look
azimuth does not change as long as the target is not moved
relative to the platform. The required rotation per SA/CATS
can be calculated and is checked by measuring the shadows
cast by a normal to the target plane.
The simulated performance level, GRD, is altered by
changing the object distance, lens focal length, model scale
and/or film type. In this experiment, nominal GRD of 1.4 foot
was simulated using Tri-X film and an f/3.5, 50 mm. Tropel
lens at a 28 foot range. The ISF camera features a pin
registered vacuum platten to ensure the repeatability of the
focal plane and consistent GRD performance.
A single ratio (photometric) of sunlight to skylight (on
a horizontal surface) was utilized for all conditions. This
ratio of 2:1 is close to an average across sun angle and
49
atmospheric conditions. The same absolute level of model
plane illumination, 30 foot candles, was set for all con
ditions to allow identical exposures to be used for all
conditions. Exposure time was held constant at 1/2 second,
while neutral density filters were placed in front of the
lens to change the exposure level. Changing exposure by
changing exposure time has the disadvantage of dealing with
reciprocity law failure. Changing aperture is not a desirable
alternative, due to the impact on the lens MTF and conse
quently, on image plane resolution.
Several sets of test photography preceeded the data base.
These were required to find the optimum focal position,
calibrate GRD and determine an exposure bracketting range.
Resolution targets were photographed through a focal position
range of 250 micrometers. The peak of a resolution versus
focal position plot identifies the optimum focus and cali
brates the achieved GRD. An exposure series with the model
scene was photographed to estimate the optimum exposure
(neutral density filter) for these conditions. During the
final photography, exposure brackets in 1/2 stop increments
were made about that exposure.
The target scene was surrounded by a set of uniform
reflectance patches, should sensitometric calibrations be
required. Several resolution targets were also in the
50
surround for calibration and diagnostic purposes (i.e., if a
frame to frame anomaly was suspected). A single block (1"H x
2"W x 3"L) on a uniform background was placed in the scene
as well. This block can provide a confirmation of the
expected visible shadow and front surface appearances.
The model scene was photographed under a total of 45
different conditions. The line target array was photographed
using only skylight illumination. That illumination level
was adjusted so that the target background (paper base plus
fog) was the same luminance as the ground vehicle background
(desert). In that way, (1) both backgrounds would be exposed
to the same densities and (2) densities of the single bar
targets would fall along the characteristic curve in the
same regions that the various target luminances (shadows,
vertical surfaces) would (Figure 5-7).
In all, 525 photographs were taken. The Tri-X film was
processed in a Kodak Versamat Film Developer with MX-885
chemistry (Figure 5-8). The optimally exposed negative from
each scene was enlarged onto Kodak Polycontrast RC paper, F
surface. A 25x magnification was selected as (1) it was
sufficient for recognition of target details and (2) the
resulting print size would be convenient to handle in the
scaling experiments.
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5.2 Subjective Scaling Tests
Two separate experiments were performed. In the first
test, the interpretabilities of 45 simulated aerial images
were measured and in the second, the visibilities of 180
lines were quantified. The same observers were used in each
test, however, no cross-contamination of either data set was
expected. The tests were separated by several days and
therefore it was unlikely that observers would correlate
specific model scene images with the line segment photograph.
In addition, observers were asked to make very different
assessments of how they perceived two very different types
of targets (i.e., a three dimensional tank versus a two
dimensional test array) and therefore, no correlation was
implied by the test instructions or by the photographs.
5.2.1 Line Segment Visibility
The goal of this experiment was to establish the visi
bility of line segments of various lengths, widths and
contrasts. This data would be utilized to describe the visi
bility of any line segment in a target scene. Therefore, it
was necessary that the line segment images (1) encompass the
range of parameters expected in a target image and (2) be
produced under the same conditions (lens, film, exposure,
printing) as the target image. The design and production of
54
images to meet these requirements has been discussed in
Section 5.1.
A one-dimensional, direct scaling procedure was used to
collect the visibility data. This technique has been referred
to as graphic scaling29*32 and/or magnitude estimation33. In
these tests, observers are asked to give scale values to a
number of samples by comparing each to a standard. The scale
values represent the proportion of an attribute observed in
the sample, relative to the amount observed in the standard.
In this test, it was necessary to establish a visibility
scale upon which observers could assess the various lines.
Visibility was defined to represent how well the existence
of a line segment could be recognized in a test image. A
value of 10 was established to signify very high (maximum)
confidence in recognizing the line segment. In that case, an
observer would have no difficulty in describing the location,
shape, size and orientation of a line segment. One line
segment on the test image was assigned to have a visibility
of 10. That line was to be used as a reference for all other
determinations.
A threshold level of visibility was described as a case
where the line segment is just barely visible. This condition
was to be assigned a value of 1. If the line segment was not
55
visible, zero (0) was to be the response. No examples were
provided for either the 1 or 0 case.
Observers were asked to scale all visible lines on the 1
through 10 scale, or if they could not recognize a line
segment, assign a value of 0. The test image was a single
positive print (25x enlargement, 6x6 inch print) of a
twenty target array (Figure 5-9). The targets had been ran
domly located within the array with respect to line length
and contrast. Each target had 9 line segments (3 x 3) of
constant length and contrast. Line width increased along the
perimeter starting at the upper left hand corner and ending
in the center. Although complete randomization within a
target was also desirable, it would have been very costly in
target preparation. Observers were aware of the width pro
gression, but were asked to evaluate each potential segment
on an individual basis against the "10" line segment.
Appendix A contains the experimental outline and instruc
tions for this test.
Five observers participated in the test. Scoresheets
were provided for the 180 (20 targets x 9 lines) responses.
Testing time averaged approximately 45 minutes.
The resulting data was processed in a two-way (observers
x samples) Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The correlations
56
Figure 5-9. Test image used in line visibility experiment.
The twenty target array varied in line length, width and
contrast and was imaged at a 190x reduction onto Tri-X film.
Enlargement shown here is approximately 25x from negative.
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between each observer and the average observer were high,
ranging from 0.92 to 0.97 (statistics can be found in
Appendix B) . However, obsever #5 did have a much higher
average response (3.09 vs. 2.04 group average). Re-examining
his data showed that he tended to give fewer intermediate
visibility assignments. He assigned "tens" to line segments
that were judged to be only moderately visible by the other
observers. On the other hand, observer #1 was on the conser
vative side and his responses averaged lower than the group
(1.47 to 2.04 group average).
The average chip variance was 1.33 visibility units and
the 90% confidence limits were plus or minus 0.86 units. In
this type of test, the variance of the responses are usually
lower at the extremes of the response scale as in effect
there is a truncation at both 0 and 10. Observers agree
when images are either very good or bad. In the mid range
though, there is more
"room" in which to give a response
than at the ends. There is also more "room" for interpreta
tion of the response criteria as you are further from the
defined (or shown) limits. Tests which utilize standards or
markers at points within the response region typically have
higher precision thoughout the scale (marked binning experi
ments, for example5).
The variance has been plotted versus the mean response
for each line segment in this experiment that was visible
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(at least equal to 1) in Figure 5-10. As expected, the
variances are much lower at the threshold and high visibility
ends. Because of this effect, it is difficult to use the
average variance or confidence limits to evaluate the relia
bility of the data.
In Figure 5-11, the average line segment visibility has
been plotted against inverse line width (in the image) for
line lengths of 2, 1 and 1/2 inches (Figures a, b and c,
respectively). The trends presented by this data appear quite
reasonable as visibility increases with increasing modula
tion, width and length. Based on Figure 5-10, we know that
judgement variance is minimized at the "toe" and "shoulder"
portions of these curves (i.e., low and high visibility ends).
In between these points, the variance increases signifi
cantly. However, physical principles imply that visibility
should monotonically increase from the toe to the shoulder.
For example, at a single line length and modulation, line
width is increasing to the right. Therefore, we would also
expect the visibility to gradually increase, but not in a
sinusoidal or discontinuous fashion. The mean responses
shown in Figure 5-11 present a visually reasonable trend.
Additional observers could improve the noise in the mid-
region, but very little change would occur at the extremes.
It is the author's opinion that the endpoints establish the
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o
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Mean Visibility
Figure 5-10. The relationship of measured variance
to the mean line segment visibility for visible
line segments only.
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trends of visibility and therefore, data from additional
observers would not significantly alter the existing trend.
The clustering of data at the extremes with noisy
interior data would be likely to show a very good regression
fit, as extreme points tend to drive the results of such
an analysis. A logistic transform (log( (percent of total)/
(1-percent of total))) could be used to improve the linearity
of these "S" shaped curves and perhaps provide a more uni
form variance distribution. That transformation was not
pursued in this present work.
Because two of the observers were quite different in
their response strategies, medians may have been a better
approach to estimating the central tendency of the group.
Medians were calculated and compared to the means (for only
visible lines). The average difference between the two was
0.11 visibility units. In only 4 of 70 cases was the dif
ference greater than 1 unit. Little difference was expected
in the Figure 5-11 curves using the medians, hence the deci
sion was made to proceed with the exisiting visibility data.
Data from all line segments has been combined by graphing
visibility versus inverse image area (Figure 5-12). As the
target line lengths varied by factors of two, these composite
curves are effectively shifts (along the X axis) of the
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Figure 5-11 curves by 0.30 log units. The resulting curves
are seen to superimpose on each at a given modulation level,
which suggests that visibility can be described independently
of line length. Composite curves were plotted for the other
modulations with similar superpositioning results.
Each of the composite curves has been reduced to a single
smoothed curve in Figure 5-13. The point of intersection of
each curve at a visibility level of 1.0 identifies the area
and modulation required for a line segment to be just
visible. Intersections at each visibility level were calcu
lated and have been graphed in a modulation versus inverse
area domain (Figure 5-14). This series of "iso-visibility"
contours relate the modulation required per line area for
any level of visibility. These curves are somewhat analogous
to Threshold Modulation (TM) curves, although the effect of
the lens MTF has not been removed in this data. It is this
presentation of line segment visibility that will be uti
lized by the predictor algorithms in Section 6.
A very good summary and bibliography of the work that
has been done in measuring visual performance is presented
in a Boeing Aerospace publication34. The majority of the
data describes threshold visual performance, such as the
smallest object or lowest contrast object that can be seen.
The authors note that important features in an image are not
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all very small or very low contrast. Most of the previous
research has been performed by varying either size or con
trast, but not both. The authors also point out that the
effects of photographic noise on visual response has not yet
been adequately addressed. Many measurement techniques were
based on contrast adjustments made to a CRT, which was
essentially a grain free system in these test environments.
The measurement of line visibility performed here is by
no means a conclusive study. It is based on one film type
with one lens under specific conditions. What it has
achieved, though, is to test the interactions of size and
contrast within a noisy photographic environment. The sub
jective scaling experiment which quantified these effects
evaluated not just the threshold point, but degrees or levels
of visibilities across the interacting parameters. The
hypothesized predictor algorithms require a continuous
measure which can respond to changes in length, width, and
contrast in exactly the same photo-optical environment as
the target images. It would be difficult and perhaps futile
to apply results from tests of different targets under dif
ferent testing conditions into this study. However, it would
be interesting to pursue the application of the approach
taken here to the understanding of the composite photo/
optical/visual system.
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5.2.2 Target Interpretability
The desired data in this test was a measure of how useful
an image was for interpretation purposes. As in the last
test, a subjective scaling experiment was designed to provide
this data. A scale was established to provide a reference
within which observers could make judgments. Replicates of
the best and worst images were used to mark the 100 and 0
points of an interpretability scale. These two images were
markedly different. In the worst case, the vehicle selected
for the test (a British tank) was merely an outline on its
background, almost totally devoid of details. The best image
was very definitely a tank, with sufficient details present
to make a positive identification of the type of tank.
A graduated scale from -20 to 120 was laid out on a
table top, at a 10 units per 4 inch spacing (56 inches long).
The best and worst images were placed beneath the 100 and 0
scale points. Observers were to rank all 45 conditions by
placing the images (1x3 inch prints) in the area above
the scale (test scheme illustrated earlier in Figure 4-6).
The sample numbers were randomized to avoid any correlation
with the condition numbers (and consequently with some phy
sical variable, i.e. sun angle, CATS). Observers could rank
an image beyond the endpoints and the same scale value could
be given to more than one image. After placing all images,
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observers reviewed their entire scaling and could make
changes if appropriate. Scoresheets were provided to record
the scale value to the nearest integer. Testing times ranged
from 1 to 2 hours per subject. The instructions used in this
test can be found in Appendix A.
An interesting comparison in this test was the set of
observers. The same 5 individuals participated in both the
line segment and target interpretability tests. Two had been
image interpreters in the Air Force (over 20 years experience
each) and the remaining three were Itek photoscientists (one
RIT alumnus). Photoscientists often rank imagery on physical
parameters (sharpness, contrast, etc.) rather than in the
image utility domain (which interpreters use). This was an
opportunity to have both types of observers take part in the
same test under the same conditions.
The data was processed in a two-way ANOVA. Two outliers
were replaced35. Outliers were defined as those responses
which fell more than 2 standard deviations away from the
mean response and were treated as missing data. A replace
ment value for each outlier was calculated by using the mean
response of the remaining observers and adjusting for the
mean response of the outlying observer. Considering the
number of observations, 225, this is an unusually low number
of outliers for a subjective ranking experiment. No
signifi-
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cant difference was found between the observers. The mean
correlation coefficent of observer to the group average was
0.92, which shows very good agreement among the observers.
The ANOVA results are tabulated in Appendix C.
An explanation for this reasonable data set may lie in
the testing environment. Once all images had been placed
along the scale, observers had the opportunity to review
their rankings. Thus, all images were viewed simultaneously.
Having the entire set of images in an approximate rank order
allowed misplaced images to be identified easily (or at
least relatively easily). Images could be rearranged, hence
the test produced a rank ordering, as well as a scaling, of
the entire set. The chance to review judgements "en masse"
is likely to have contributed to the consistency in the data.
The 901 confidence interval was plus or minus 8.6 inter
pretability units. A plot of the confidence intervals on
each sample is shown in Figure 5-15. The samples have been
ordered by mean values with the poorest quality at the top
of the diagram. Again, there is more variability in the
central portion of the scale. In this experiment, observers
could and did exceed the endpoints, hence a forced truncation
was not imposed on the data. The reduced variance at those
points is probably due to the proximity of the standards.
The 0 and 100 examples were naturally very similar in
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appearance to the very bad and good samples, respectively.
Therefore, it was much easier to make comparisons at those
points. An additional reason for the higher variance in the
mid-region may be due to unusually long shadows in some of
those images (numbers 39, 42, 44, 37, 38, 33 and 32). The
long shadows can both obscure some features while enhancing
other details, which could lead to differences in interpre
tation.
In Figure 5-16, a matrix is presented to show the number
of times one sample was preferred over any of the other
samples (termed here as a confusion matrix). For example,
the upper left entry shows that case 25 was scaled higher
than case 24 two times (out of 5 observers) and higher than
case 26, one time. A contour has been drawn to indicate the
distance at which the interpretability difference was 10
units. Points to the lower left of this contour indicate the
number of observers which disagreed with the ranking of the
sample means. In the majority of cases, all observers did
agree on which was the better sample when the delta inter
pretability was 10. The area in which there was the most
confusion (lower right) is the same region in the previous
illustration which showed the largest confidence intervals.
The variance in this data could be reduced by gathering
data from additional, experienced observers. Alternatively,
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Figure 5-16. Confusion Matrix showing sample
preferences (see text) . Contour indicates displace
ment of 10 interpretability units relative to
diagonal axis.
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adding intermediate quality standards (marked binning) would
also reduce the noise, perhaps more efficiently with respect
to subject resources. The mean values, which will be utilized
in the tests of the predictor algorithms, are not expected
to change radically with the addition of 3 or 4 observers.
The confidence in each mean value would be improved, however.
Having more error in the measured interpretability has the
effect of making it more difficult to show a regression
relationship between the measured and predicted values.
The range of this data cannot easily be expressed on an
absolute quality scale as the standard measure, GRD, did not
change. The former photointerpreters in this test did esti
mate, based on their experience, that the range was approxi
mately a factor of 4 times in perceived quality. The
confusion matrix showed that good discrimination was possible
when the samples differed by 10 units of the total range of
100. There was a single case out of the 45 (sample 1 versus
9) where the observer preference (individual observer rank
ings) showed an inversion with the sample average. If a 10
unit discrimination is assumed, then there would be 10
distinguishable utility levels within the test range. Using
the 4x range estimation signifies that a change in quality
of 15% would be detected by nearly all the observers. From
practical experience, it is known that the standard error in
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resolution reading is about one element, or 12%. Although
these two percentages do not represent the same statistical
property, they qualitatively indicate that the precision of
this experiment is "in the ballpark" with the reliability
obtained with the standard photo-optical measurement tech
nique. Thurstone scaling, or just noticeable differences
(JND) techniques, could be utilized to more rigorously eval
uate the distinguishability levels.
Figure 5-17 is perhaps the most complete presentation of
the image interpretability results across the parameter
space. It combines the intentions of the graphs in Figure 4-7
by showing the average interpretability at each point within
the CATS/SA grid. This is the same relationship between CATS
and SA as presented earlier, viewed now in an oblique per
spective. Trends in interpretability can be studied along a
constant CATS, sun or aspect angle.
Figure 5-18 is a reprint of an earlier illustration to
show how visible shadow varied across this space. The lower
right hand region contains the high sun and low CATS angle
conditions which had very little visible shadow. As seen in
Figure 5-17, these images received the lowest scalings. As
CATS angle increases or sun angle decreases, interpretability
in general improves. The best images in the entire set are
along the 180 degree aspect line at sun angles from 20 to 60
degrees.
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The correlations between the interpretability, the pri
mary parameters and their interactions are listed in Table
5-2. Many of the parameters were very correlated with other
parameters, for example CATS and SA (R2
= -0.83). By looking
at the sample domain (Figure 5-16 or 5-17) this is reasonable
to expect. There are also some subtle interactions. Aspect
angle is a function of SA, CATS and look angle. Thus for a
constant look angle (as in this data base), aspect is highly
correlated with the CATS/SA product.
The results of multiple regression could at best explain
just over 80% of the variance in the data. Two solutions are
presented below:
Interp = -11.95 + 0.805 CATS + 0.0219 (CATS x SA) R2=0.81
Interp = 41.12 - 0.814 SA + 0.0283 ( CATS x SA) R2=0.81
The regression solutions basically confirm that as SA
decreases or CATS increases, interpretation improves. The
experimentally measured interpretations (i.e., Figure 5-17)
will be the values used to evaluate the predictor algorithms
in the following section.
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6. ANALYSIS
6.1 Predictor Values
The process to determine the predicted interpretabilities
is outlined in Figure 6-1. The initial step is to approximate
the physical model by a three dimensional solid. The tank
evaluated in the interpretability experiment was 3.3 inches
long, 1.5 inches wide and 0.7 inches high (1:87 model scale).
A simple box of those same dimensions was used for the
target model.
For each of the 45 conditions, an orthographic projection
of the target model and its shadow was calculated and hand
drawn. The geometric transformation is a function of look
angle and look azimuth. As those did not change, the box
projection remains constant. What does change from one con
dition to the next are the shadows. They are functions of
sun and CATS angles as illustrated earlier in Figure 4-4.
The projection drawings furnish the necessary geometrical
data to determine length, width and image area of each line
segment. To be able to determine visibility, photometric
calculations are required to find the line segment modula
tions.
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Figure 6-1. Prediction process
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Condition 3 is presented in Figure 6-2 to step through
the visibility calculations. The hypotheses presented in
Section 4.3 were based on summations of the visibility sta
tus of the four line segments surrounding the target. Those
sides have been identified in Figure 6-2a as S-l, S-2, S-3
and S-4. It can be seen that only sides S-2 and S-3 are bor
dered by shadows. The length and width of those shadow line
segments are indicated in Figure 6-2b as L2/W2 and L3/W3,
respectively. As the S-3 front surface is in shadow, its
"width" is included in W3.
The contrast of the shadow line segments is defined to
be the ratio of the brightness of the target top to the sha
dow brightness. As both the target and its background are
the same reflectance, the contrast becomes the ratio of the
illumination incident in each area. This is given by:
(Target top)/(shadow) = (Sun + Sky)/(Sun)
= (Sun/Sky) +1
As the same sunlight to skylight ratio was maintained for
all conditions, the shadow line segment contrasts were
always equal to 3:1 (modulation^. 5) .
Side 4 is bordered by a front vertical surface. Modula
tion at this edge is determined by the contrast of the
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target top to the vertical surface. Again, both are the same
reflectance and assuming Lambertian reflection, it becomes
necessary to find only the illumination on each surface.
The amount of sunlight on a horizontal surface was
constant throughout the data base (this allowed the same
exposure to be used at all conditions). To hold that value
constant required the sunlight lamp intensities to be
increased as the sun angle to the model plane decreased.
Hence, the illumination on a surface perpendicular (Sun.Perp)
to the sun increases with decreasing sun angle:
Sun.Perp = (Sun ilium, at 90 SA)/(cos (90-SA))
The sunlight on a front vertical surface falls off with
the cosine of the sun angle to that surface's normal. For
sides S-3 and S-4, the front vertical surface (FVS) sunlight
illumination is:
FVS-3 = (cos SA)x(cos (ASP+LAZ)) x Sun.Perp
FVS-4 = (cos SA)x(sin (ASP+LAZ)) x Sun.Perp
Finally, the total illumination on these surfaces can be
found by summing the sunlight with the skylight illumination.
The skylight on a vertical surface was measured and averaged
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approximately two- thirds of the level of skylight on a hori
zontal surface.
FVS (total) = FVS (Sun) + FVS (Sky)
Illumination on the front vertical surfaces was calculated
for all cases in which the surfaces were not shadowed.
All components required for visibility assignment were
now available. Table 6-1 presents the general format used to
organize this data. Both the shadow line segment and front
surface dimensions were transformed into inverse image area
units. The modulation of each was calculated in the manner
described above. Visibilities were read from the iso-
visibility curves (Figure 5-14) to the nearest half unit.
One effect not anticipated (but of course obvious in
retrospect) was that at lower sun angles, the front vertical
surfaces become brighter than the top surface. The sun angle
at which this reversal takes place depends on the sun azi
muth relative to the target. The line targets used in the
experiments did not present lines brighter than their
backgrounds. For the purposes of this experiment however,
the visibility of line segments where this occured was com
puted independently of the modulation polarity.
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An anticipated effect, but not calculated, was the
reflection of sunlight from the sand surround in the target
scene. This added more sunlight to the front vertical sur
faces and therefore would: (1) reduce the contrast when the
target top was brighter than the side surface and (2)
increase the contrast when the side surface was calculated
to be brighter. The block placed on the uniform background
adjacent to the model was utilized to estimate the impact of
the specular sunlight component. A second estimate of the
visibility of all front vertical surfaces was made visually
(Visually Estimated Visibility in Table 6-1) using that
block.
A measurement of the modulations was also made for con
dition 3 using a Joyce Loebl microdensitometer. The shadow
modulation was slightly higher than the calculated value,
0.57 to 0.50. This is not a surprising difference as the
shadow area densities fell along the toe of the character
istic curve where small errors in density cause a much larger
error in log exposure.
Measuring the front vertical surface at
side 4 was dif
ficult as the image width was narrow (25 microns) and the
film (Tri-X) very noisy. There was some visual error when
identifying which spot on the trace
corresponded to the
front surface; therefore, two
estimates are presented. The
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maximum and minimum modulations were measured as 0.12 and
0.07 respectively. These are both less than the calculated
value (0.20) as anticipated, due to the specular effects.
The visibilities for both 0.12 and 0.07 modulations were
less than 1, which concurs with the Visually Estimated
Visibility of 0. Measurements were not made for the other
conditions and the predictor algorithms will be evaluated
with and without the visual estimates of visibility in
Section 6.2.
Comparing the model scene imagery with the block drawings
confirmed that the calculated shadows agreed with the actual
ones. What was also noticed was that as 180 degree aspect
was approached (shadows falling toward camera), there seemed
to be additional shadow line segments on the tank. The sha
dows from the lower tank body were replicated by a smaller
set cast by the tank turret. That turret acted as a second
block on top of the lower tank body block. That turret was
measured and an appropriately sized block was added to the
model (Figure 6-3).
It can be seen that the turret top coincides with sides
S-l and S-2 (Figure 6-4). Therefore, no additional line
segment effects were expected at the rear of the turret top.
Effects were anticipated in the front and those sides have
been identified as S-5 and S-6. Visibilities were calculated
90
Turret block
Lower tank body" block
Figure 6-3. Addition of turret to tank "block" model,
Figure 6-4. Six sides at which visibility was computed.
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for these sides only when they were in shadow (e.g., no
visually estimated front surface effects). The modulations
were identical to the S-3/S-4 calculations, but as their
areas were smaller (or inverse image areas larger), their
visibilities were less than the S-3/S-4 contributions (Table
6-1).
The final stage in determining predicted interpretabili-
ties was to feed the line segment visibilities to each of
the predictors. Some additions to the original set of
algorithms have been made due to the addition of the turret
block. All original equations were still evaluated. Table
6-2 describes the general operation of each class of predic
tors (one, two and three) and lists which visibilities are
used by the specific predictors (1A, IB, 2A, 2B, etc.).
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Table 6-2
Summary of Predictor Algorithms
CLASS ONE PREDICTORS: Summation of binary visibility
status. Line segments were either visible (equal to one) or
not visible (equal to zero).
1A. Single block target model (lower tank body only)
with sides S-l through S-4. Visibility based on calculated
shadow line segment visibility and visually estimated (by
the author) front surface visibility.
IB. Two block model (lower tank plus turret) with sides
S-l through S-6. Visibility status as in 1A.
CLASS TWO PREDICTORS: Weighted summation of visibility
(zero or from one through ten).
2A. Single block target; only shadow line segments.
2B. Single block target; shadow plus calculated front
surface visibilities.
2C. Single block target; shadow plus visually estimated
front surface visibilities.
2D. Two block target; only shadow line segments.
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Table 6-2
Summary of Predictor Algorithms (Cont.)
2E. Two block target; shadow plus visually estimated
front surface visibilities.
CLASS THREE PREDICTORS: Product of Class One and Two
Predictors.
3A. Two block target; number of visible line segments
multiplied by the weighted visibility sum ( IB x 2E).
3B. Two block target; the square of the number of
visible line segments multiplied by the weighted visibility
sum ( (IB) x (IB) x (2E) ).
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6.2 Comparison and Evaluation
The work up to this point has for each sampled condition
produced two values: (1) a measured interpretability (by
observers) and (2) a predicted interpretability (by the pre
dictors in Table 6-2). The question now is: Is there a rela
tionship between the measured and the predicted values?
We will assume that the measured interpretability is
linearly related to the predicted value. A linear regression
model describes this as:
Meas = Bo + (Bl x Pred) + E
where Bo = intercept
Bl = slope of the regression line
E = random error in the measured interpretability
The null hypothesis is that the measured and predicted
values are independent. In that case, the slope of the
regression fit would equal zero (no relationship between X
and Y). To reject the null, we must determine that the slope
is significantly different than zero.
These hypotheses are:
H(0): Bl = 0
H(l): Bl r 0
95
An F test will be used to decide whether to accept or reject
the null.
Class One Predictors
Figure 6-5 presents scatter plots for predictors 1A and
IB. Because visibility was defined to be either 0 or 1, the
predicted levels are forced to be at discrete levels. Neither
plot shows a very strong relationship between the two vari
ables. This same data has been reformatted in Figure 6-6 to
present the median value and the range. Similar trends for
the medians can now be seen and indicate that measured
interpretability increases with the number of visible lines.
The spread to the data is quite large, however.
Regression analysis gave the following results:
1. The slope was significant (alpha=0.05) for both pre
dictors although the square of the multiple correlation
coefficient (R2) was not significant for IB (0.09 versus
0.52 for 1A).
2. The single points at predicted interpretability
equals 0 and 1 tend to drive the regression fit. Removing
these points leaves only IB to be significant, although R2
dropped to 0.49.
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This class of predictors was included more for explora
tory purposes that as potential predictors. Their basic
contribution was (as in Figure 6-6) to show in general that
the more lines that are visible, the better the image inter
pretation. By definition, these predictors could not distin
guish the degree of visibility and therefore suffered from
excessive noise.
Class Two Predictors
Figure 6-7 summarizes the results of the linear regres
sions of predictors 2A through 2E. The square of the multiple
correlation coefficient and the average absolute residual
are shown in a bar chart presentation. The units of the resi
dual data are in measured interpretability. It should be
noted that that total range of the data was 100 units and
the 90 percent confidence interval was approximately 17 units
(plus or minus 8.6; Appendix C). A tabular presentation of
the regression statistics can be found in Appendix D.
The first three predictors were based on the single
block approximation. In predictor 2A, only line segment
visibilities due to shadows were summed. The calculated
visibilities of the front surfaces were added in IB with
disastrous consequences (to be expected as the photometric
model did not compare very well with the photographs). The
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visual estimate of the front surfaces, 1C, restored the
relationship between the measured and predicted values almost
to the level of using shadows alone (1A). Based on this
data, it would be difficult to herald the merits of adding
front surface visibilities. Further insight to their utility
could be gained by re-examining the pictures relative to a
breakdown of shadow and front surface visibility contribu
tions. That was not pursued in this project.
Predictors 2D and 2E were based on the two block approxi
mation. There were no calculated or visually estimated front
surface visibilities in Predictior 2D. It utilized only
calculated shadow modulations and areas. Its data is plotted
in Figure 6-8. The 95% confidence bounds on the regression
slope are shown by the dotted lines. This fit explains 68%
of the variance in the data. There are a number of points
"stacked up" at zero predicted interpretability due to the
very high sun angle and low CATS angle cases where there
were no shadows visible.
A scatter plot of predictor 2E is shown in Figure 6-9
with its 95% confidence bounds. The data is very similar to
2D as the changes due to the visually estimated front sur
faces have a small impact on the total visibility. A notice
able effect occurred on points grouped
around zero, causing
them to become spread out in prediction space.
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The two points furthest from the line are conditions 4
and 41. Re-examining the calculated graphics for condition 4
showed that a shadow next to side 2 was at the point of just
being concealed or visible. That side has been assigned a
visibility of zero. In the tank image, there was a slight
shadowing behind that side, which would have increased the
visibility summation and brought this point closer to the
regression fit.
Condition 41 was imaged at a 10 degree sun angle and 80
degree CATS angle. The extremely low sun angle caused unusual
tonal changes across the tank surface; perhaps more than the
simple block model can simulate. The data in Figure 5-14
showed the measured interpretability to be much lower than
adjacent cases. One of the two outliers found during data
reduction was for this case; it had been scaled at a value
of 85 by one observer. Viewing this image though, confirmed
that a low interpretability was the appropriate response.
Whether discontinuities or sharp quality changes exist
at certain points as shadows "wrap around" objects cannot be
determined from this data base. To study the regression
relationship further, conditions 4 and 41 were set aside.
The regression line was essentially unchanged; however, the
R2 value did change, from 0.73 to 0.83, and the average abso
lute residual dropped from 11.6 to 10.2.
R2 also increased
104
with predictor 2D, going from 0.68 to 0.76. There is some
structure to the residuals in Figure 6-9. In the measured
interpretability range of 10 through 55, most data points
fell below the fitted line and beyond 75, the majority lay
above the line. A quadratic fit was tested and gave further
improvements. The average absolute residual dropped to 9.1
and the R2 increased to 0.86 (Figure 6-10). To put this in
perspective, the average error of this predictor is nearly
within the 90 percent confidence limits of the measured data
(plus or minus 8.5). The quadratic relationship is a better
fit to this data, however, a physical basis for a quadrate
rather than a linear relationship was not evaluated. Perhaps,
the quadratic terms add some "superadditivity power" to the
predicted values, but an analysis of this effect was not
pursued.
The Figure 6-10 regression fit is qualitatively judged
to represent a very successful prediction of the data. A
large sampling of conditions was undertaken in this study
and there could be interacting effects (specular reflections,
target specific anomalies) that are beyond the scope of the
block model approach. Nevertheless, the general trends of
the data are explained quite well by predictor 2E.
The high quality end samples still appear to be
under-
predicted and further work is required to study those pre-
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dictions on a point by point basis. With the exception of
using the model scene block to visually estimate the front
surface contributions, all predictions were calculated inde
pendently of the target scene images. Returning to the
photographs with predicted interpretabilities would be the
next logical step to understanding the success of this
simple predictor.
Class Three Predictors
This set of predictors had been proposed to add some
power to the prediction based on the number of visible lines.
That number (which equals predictor IB) and its square were
multiplied with the visibility summation from predictor 2E
to produce predictors 3A and 3B, respectively.
Table 6-3 shows the results of these predictors to be
close to, but not as good as, predictor 2E. The power term
in 3B tends to spread the data further as evidenced in the
R2 and residual terms. As with the other predictors, further
study on a point to point basis would be required to eval
uate whether some specific improvements are made by this
class of predictors. Considering the data base as a whole,
these
"superadditivity" predictors were not shown to offer
improvements over the straight summation algorithms.
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Table 6-3
Class Three Predictors
Predictor R2 RlFsTa*uaT
3A (IB x 2E) .71 11.8
3B (1B2 x 2E) .66 12.7
2E .73 11.6
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The objective of this effort was achieved. A set of pre
dictor algorithms were conceived and tested for their ability
to predict relative interpretability of a target as the
amount of visible shadow changed. The impetus for this work
and the approach taken are illustrated by the pair of simu
lated aerial photographs in Figure 7-1. The example on the
left was imaged at a moderate sun and high CATS angle, while
the other was produced at a high sun and very low CATS
angle. No other parameters were changed: range, lens,
focus, film type, exposure and processing are identical in
each case.
The physical effect of the sun and CATS angle variation
is a change in the amount of shadows visible to the camera
(and to the observer). The subjective effect on the image
utility is dramatic. The trucks and tanks are easily iden
tifiable in the left scene but in the right hand image,
these vehicles are barely detectable. Image quality tech
niques which measure objective performance
are insensitive
to this effect. For example, the tri-bar target adjacent to
the scene measures the identical resolution in each image.
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The predictor models in this project were based on a
solid model approximation of the target vehicle. The visi
bility of each edge of that model was quantified and utilized
to predict the interpretability of the "real" image. The
solid model concept is illustrated by the wooden block adja
cent to the target scene (upper left hand corners of each
image, Figure 7-1). As a first order approximation, the
block presents a reasonable approach to modelling the target
vehicle's appearance.
Results
The values of the predicted interpretabilities were
based on a physical model of the size and contrast of shadows
and front vertical surfaces. Those characteristics were cal
culated from the solid model target approximation and the
CATS, sun and look angles (aspect angle is uniquely defined
by those three angles). The effects of size and contrast on
how an edge appears to an observer was quantified subjec
tively (line segment visibility). Therefore, the algorithms
evaluated in this project are a psychophysical prediction of
an objects appearance to an observer. The physical appearance
is objectively calculated while the psychological impact (on
an observer's ability to recognize an edge) is subjectively
measured.
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A total of nine algorithms were tested. The best fit of
measured to predicted interpretability was achieved by a
predictor which summed the visibility at each edge of a two
block (tank plus turret) model. The multiple correlation
coefficient equalled 0.68 for the regression fit of all 45
conditions (2D). Setting aside two conditions (in which anom
alous effects may have occurred) and utilizing a psychophy
sical surrogate measure (visual rather than calculated
estimates of front surface visibilities) increased the
correlation to 0.85. In that case, the average error of the
fit (average absolute residual) was on the same order as the
90 percent confidence bounds (9.1 versus 8.6 interpretability
units, respectively).
These results are considered to be a very successful
prediction of the visible shadow effects on image interpre
tation. A broad range of conditions was sampled and the pre
dictors performed well throughout the range. This success
however, has only been shown for one target type (a tank) at
a specific look angle and target orientation. A general model
for an entire scene has not been tested in this experiment.
Other target shapes may have a very different shadow mecha
nism. An airplane for example, would have shadows visible
underneath as well as behind or to the sides. Hence, a dif
ferent block model would have to be developed for such
imagery.
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Two interesting data bases were produced to test the
predictor hypotheses. Simulated aerial photographs were
generated to measure image interpretability through a sun
angle and CATS angle domain. In general, interpretability
increased with increasing CATS or decreasing sun angle. The
magnitude of these changes were measured on a relative scale
only. The images in Figure 7-1 present the best and worst
pair and show that the change is quite significant.
Image utility changed continuously through the entire
range of sampled conditions. One implication of this result
would be that comparisons of operational imagery (in flight
tests for example) would have to be closely matched in solar
conditions to provide an unbiased test situation.
The subjective visibility of line segments produced
through a complete photo/optical/visual system was quanti
fied. It was found that visibility could be generalized quite
well with inverse image area. The level of a line segment's
visibility was described as a function of the input (target)
modulation and the line segment area. Iso-visibility curves
were developed to identify not only the modulation required
to just detect a line but also the required modulation for
various degrees of line visibility.
113
Application
The eventual application of this data and these predic
tors would be to select the most advantageous imaging
situations. Only one specific condition has been evaluated
thus far, and therefore no claims for general applicability
can be made at this time. A method has been established
though to estimate the impact of a target's physical appear
ance on the subjective impression of image utility. This
technique requires knowing both the environmental (or acqui
sition) conditions (CATS, SA, etc.) and the target parameters
(size, orientation). Although CATS/SA correlates well with
interpretability (R2 = .81, Section 5.2), those parameters
alone do not predict the target appearance.
There are of course many targets and orientations in a
real scene. A recommended approach towards a general under
standing of visible shadow effects in a
"random" scene would
be to evaluate a variety of targets, orientations, and
acquisition conditions.
Recommendations
1. The use of line segment visibility to predict image
interpretability can be tested with a number of other param
eters. Visibility is capable of decribing the changes caused
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by film type, scale, aerial contrast and other variables.
Whether visibility can still be used to predict interpret
ability as these parameters are mixed can be tested with an
approach similar to the experimentation performed in this
thesis.
2. Various target types and shapes may require block
models to be specifically built for each object. Drawing
such models under different solar conditions can be aided by
computer graphics. An interesting approach would be scale
the "quality" of the computer generated imagery and compare
their correlation to the interpretability of a corresponding
photographic set.
3. The change in interpretability may be a function of
target type. The tanks in Figure 7-1 present a striking
difference between the two images. The trucks near the top
of the image are different, but perhaps not to the same
degree. This effect (and certainly some others) could be
studied with the imagery produced in this experiment. These
samples will be made available by the author to individuals
wishing to pursue such topics.
4. The effects of look angle were not tested here. As
look angle changes, different portions of the target are
viewed which in itself may cause changes in perceived inter-
115
pretation. At high obliques, more of the target sides than
top are seen. Additional effort is required to understand
the influence of the front vertical surfaces. The same
approach is recommended to study the interaction of shadow
and look angle on quality.
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APPENDIX A
SCALING TEST INSTRUCTIONS
120
OBJECTIVE:
The goal of this test is to scale a set of images of
unknown quality along an arbitrary 100 point scale. Two
images are provided to mark the endpoints of this scale and
have been Dlaced at the '0' and '100' ooint positions. The
remainder of the sarnole images are to be ranked along this
scale in terms of their suitability for interpretation
(information readout potential). Only the vehicle marked in
the attached illustration (Figure 1) should be used as a
basis for these judgements. You may orient (rotate) the
images however you wish.
STEP 1: You may leave the 'endpoint
images' along the
scale and you may refer to them at any time during the
test.
STEP : Place each of the sarnole set prints along the
scale. For example, if you think an image is one-third of
the way from 0 to 100, you should place it at 33. The
entire 0 through 100 scale should be used. The rankings
will be read out to the nearest integer.
STEP 3: The images should be placed along the scale
one at a time. You may change the placement of any image at
any time during the experiment. Eventually, all images
should be placed along the scale.
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STEP 4: If you think that any image is better or
worse than the endpoints, you may place it accordingly
(i.e. 113, -8, etc.). You should extrapolate beyond the
ends based on your perceived diffference between the 8 and
100 point marker images.
STEP 5: You may assign the same olacement to more
than one image. You may stack them up at that scale point
or use whatever method is easiest for you.
STEP 6: When you have placed all images, please
review your ranking and make any changes you wish.
STEP 7: Participation in this test will entitle you
to an endless cud of coffee for the duration of the test.
Remember though what the New England Journal of Medicine
reported about coffee and pancreatic cancer.
STEP 8: Call the test instructor <?*!!#?!) if you
have any questions, complaints, etc.
STEP 9: Using the scoresheet provided, please write
the scale value you \r\a^e assigned (to the nearest integer)
next to each of the chip numbers .
STEP 10: Accept my gracious thanks graciously,,
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LINE SEGMENT TEST
The purpose of this test is to establish the
visibility of line segments of various widths, lengths and
contrasts. Targets (example in Figure 1) have been prepared
with 9 line segments on each, fin array of 0 such targets
have been photographed. One of those images will provide
the sample for this test.
Instruct ions:
1. The desired data is a measure of how visible each
line segment is. Visibility should represent how well you
can recognize the existence of a line segment in the test
image. The following definitions are given to assign a
visibility scale value:
ft value of 10 should be given to indicate that you
have very high confidence in recognizing the image as a
line segment. In such a case you would have no trouble
describing the shape and size of that line segment.
ft value of 1 should be used when a line segment is
just barely visible (i.e. a threshold level of visibility).
ft value of 0 indicates that the line segment is not
visible.
Values between 1 and 10 should be utilized to indicate
the degree of visibility, ft particular line segment (Figure
> been defined as having a visibility of 10. You
should use this line as a reference when deciding that
relative visibilities of the other lines. No examples are
aiven for the 0 (not visible) or 1 (just visible) values.
Note, the first visible line in a target does not
necessarily have to equal 1.
Your answers should be either 0 or from 1 through 10.
10
i
not just high
visible visible visibility
(example)
increasing
visibility
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. ft scoresheet has been provided which corresponds
to the numbering system on the test image (1-5 columns, fi-D
rows). In each block of the matrix there are 9 possible
line segments (as in Figure 1 example).
You should look at one block at a time and assicm
visibility measure for each of the 3 line segments. It
be easier to start in the center of each taraet and to work
your way around as shown below:
a
may
The line segment set to a value of 10 has already been
filled in on the scoresheet. Please step through all the
targets (in whatever order you like) and fill in the entire
scoresheet. Rather than fill in a 0 for each line segment
not visible, you could just draw a line through that box:
4 y
3. Please rememeber that I am trying to determine how
visible that line segment is in your opinion. We are not
trying to rank contrast, width or any other physical
parameter.
4. On completion, please review your assignments and
feel free (i.e. no charge number) to change any of the
values that you have recorded during the test.
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APPENDIX B
LINE SEGMENT VISIBILITY
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LINE SEGMENT CHIP NUMBER
CODE
SERIES MOD. LENGTH (in.)
10 .846 2
20 1
30
.5
40 .449 2
50 1
60
.5
70 .024 2
80 1
90 .5
100 .33 2
110 1
120 .225 2
130 1
140 .5
150 .07 2
160 1
170 .5
180 .115 2
190 1
200 .5
SEGMENT WIDTH ( in. )
1 .005
2 .01
3 .02
4 .04
5 .08
6 .16
7 .32
8 .64
9 1.28
EXAMPLE : CHIP 145 is MOD = .225
LENGTH = .5
WIDTH = .08
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LINE SEGMENT VISIBILITY TEST
RAW DATA
OBSERVER
1 C 3 4 5
11 1 l 0 0 0
12 21 0 0 0 0
13 d. 3 3 1 4
14 3 4 3 c a
15 5 6 9 4 10
16 7 7 9 5 10
17 8 9 10 7 10
ia 9 10 10 9 10
19 1 (Zi 10 10 10 10
1 iZi 0 0 0 0
k_l_ 13 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 1 0 1
25 8 6 6 7
6 4 a 8 9 10
7 5 8 9 7 10
8 6 8 10 9 10
9 7 8 10 9 10
31 12 0 0 0 0
3 iZl. 3 0 0 0 0
33 0. 3 0 0 0 0
34 0. 3 0 0 0 0
35 1. 3 6 3 7 9
36 5 7 6 8 10
37 5. 4 7 9 6 10
38 7 8 10 6 10
39 7 8 10 7 10
41 0 1 0 0 0
4 1 1 0 0 0
43 1 1 1 1 1
44 1. LL 1 1 5
45 3 5 5 p 10
46 5. 6 a 4 10
47 6. 5 7 9 6 10
48 7 8 10 8 10
49 7. O 9 10 9 10
51 0 0 0 0 0
52 0 0 0 0 0
53 12 0 0 0 0
54 1 1 0
55 4 3 1 5
56 5 3 a 5 10
57 6 4 a 6 10
58 7 5 8 9 10
59 7 5 9.5 8 10
61 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0
63 0 0 0 0 0
64 0 0 0 0 1
65 0 1 1 0
66 0. 8 3 1 7
67 0. 7 5 4 9
68 4. 5 3 8 5 10
69 4. 5 3 7 7 10
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71 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0
73 0 0 0 0 0
74 0 1 0 0 0
75 0 0 0 0 0
76 0 0 0 0 0
77 0 0 0 0 0
78 0. 0 0 1 0
79 0 0 0 0 0
81 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 0 0 0 0
83 0. 5 0 0 0 0
84 1 l_ 0 0 0
85 0 0 0 0 0
86 0 0 0 0 0
87 0 0 0 0 0
88 1 1 0 0 0
89 1 1 0 0 1
91 0. 3 0 0 0 0
92 0 0 0 0 0
93 0. 4 0 0 0 0
94 0 0 0 0 0
95 0 0 0 0 0
96 0 0 0 0 0
97 0 0 0 0 0
98 0 0 0 0 0
99 0 0 0 0 0
101 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0
1(23 0. 7 0 0 0 0
104 1 1 1 1
105 1 L_ 5
106 5 4 a 10
'07 . 5 5 5 7 10
.08 5 5 a 8 10
109 5 5 7 9 10
111 0 0 0 0 0
112 0 0 0 0 0
113 0 0 0 0 0
114 0 0 0 0 0
115 0. 5 1 0 c! L_
116 0. 9 3 4 4 4
117 i L_ 3 Jf kJ 5
118 5 5 7 6 9
119 5 5 5 6 10
121 0 0 0 0 0
122 0 0 0 0 0
123 0 0 0 0 0
124 0. 3 0 0 0 1
125 1 1 1 3
126 1. 3 3 3 3 6
127 1. 9 3 6 4 10
128 4. 4 4 7 7 10
129 4..5 4 a 8 10
131 0 0 0 0 0
132 0 0 0 0 0
133 1 0 0 0 0
134 0 0 l 0 0
135 1 l 1
36 1 3 2 3 5
i37 1. i cl 4 hJ 7
138 2,,6 4 7 5 10
139 2,,8 5 7 6 10
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141 1 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0
143 0 0 0 0 0
144 0 0 0 0 0
145 0 0 0 0 0
146 id. d. 1 A
147 i_ 5
148 ^ 4 4 9
149 5 5 10
151 0 0 0 0 0
'52 0 0 0 0 0
53 0 0 0 0 0
154 0 0 0 0 0
155 0 0 0 0 0
156 1 1 1 0 1
157 1 1 0 0 1
158 1. 5 1 1 1 1
159 1. _l 1
161 0 0 0 0 0
162 0 0 0 0 0
163 1 0 0 0 0
164 0 0 0 0 0
165 0 0 0 0 0
166 0 0 0 0 0
167 1 0 0 0 1
168 1. 2 1 0 1
169 1. L 1
171 0 0 0 0 0
172 0 0 0 0 0
173 0 0 0 0 0
174 0. 5 0 0 0 0
175 0 0 0 0 0
176 0 0 0 0 0
177 0 0 0 0 0
178 0. 0 0 0 0
179 0. 85 0 i 1
81 0 0 0 0
.82 0 0 0 0
183 0 0 0 0
184 0 0 0 0
185 0 0 0 0
186 1 1 1 1
187 1. 1 1 5
188 1. 7 3 5 6
189 1. 7 3 3 3 9
191 0 0 0 0 0
192 0 0 0 0 0
193 0 0 0 0 0
194 0 0 0 0 0
195 0. 2 0 0 0 0
196 0 0 0 0 1
197 1. 3 1 1 1 5
198 1. 2 1 5 8
199 1. 5 2 8
01 0 0 0 0 0
202 0 0 0 0 0
03 0 0 0 0 0
204 1 0 0 0 0
05 0 0 0 0 0
206 1 1 1 1
1
07 1 1 1 1 1
-208 1 ,_ 1 1 1
3
09 1 3 3 3 7
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-INE 'SEGMENT TEST - 05 RUG 19S3 10:03
CHIP NO MEAN VAR CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 30 PCNT
il 0. 40 1. 13 -0.48 1.26
12 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.86
13 2.60 0.68 1.72 3.48
14 4.00 3. 35 3. 12 4.68
15 6.80 4.52 5.92 7.68
16 7.60 2.42 6.72 8.46
17 6.80 1.08 7.92 9.68
18 9.60 0.30 6.72 10.48
IS 10. 00 0.39 9. 12 10.88
1 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.66
2 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.68
3 0.20 0.86 -0.66 1.06
4 0.80 0.49 -0.08 1.68
25 5. 80 4.26 4.92 6.68
b 7.80 3. 53 6.92 8.66
7 7.80 2.09 6.92 8.68
8 8.60 1.66 7.72 9.48
9 8.80 0.64 7.92 9.68
31 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.66
.i2 0. 06 0.49 -0.8E 0.94
33 0. 06 0.49 -0.62 0.94
34 0. 06 0.49 -0.62 0.94
3b 5.26 7.26 4.38 6. 14
36 7.60 1.64 6. 72 6.48
37 7.48 2. 11 6.60 8.36
36 6.20 2.06 7. 32 9.08
39 8. 40 1.24 7. 52 9.28
41 0.20 0.74 -0.66 1.08
42 0. 40 1. 13 -0. 48 1.28
43 1. 00 0.39 0. 12 1.86
44 2.04 1.41 1. 16 .92
45 5. 00 6.47 4. 12 5.86
4b 6.70 3.41 5.82 7.58
47 7.70 1.52 6.82 8.56
48 8.60 0.84 7.72 9.46
49 9.04 0.65 8. 16 3.92
51 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.88
5c 0. 00 0.39 -0.86 0.68
53 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.88
54 1. 20 0.75 0. 32 .08
55 3.00 1.79 2. 12 3.88
56 6. 20 5. 19 5.32 7.08
57 6.80 3.20 5.92 7. 68
58 7.80 2.42 6.92 8.66
59 7.90 2.66 7.02 8.78
1 0. 00 0.39 -0.86 0.86
62 0. 00 0.39 -0.88
0.66
63 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.86
64 0.20 0. 06 -0.68 1.08
65 0.80 0. 18 -0.08 1.68
66 .76 3.74
1.86 3.64
67 4. 14 6.78 3.26 5.02
68 6. 10 5.40
5. 22 6.98
69 6.30 4.74
5.42 7. 18
7 i 0. 00 0.39
-0.88 0.88
72 0. 00 0.39
-0.88 0.66
73 0. 00 0.39 -0.88
0.88
74 0. 20 0.74 -0.68
1.06
75 0. 00 0.39
-0.88 0.88
76 0. 00 0.39
-0.88 0.88
77 0. 00 0.39
-0.88 0. 88
78 0. 24 0.73
-0.64 I. 12
79 0. 00 0. 39
-0.86 0.88
81 0.00 0.39
-0.88 0. 68
82
83
0. 00 0.39 -0.88
0.88
0. 10 0.58 -0.78
0.96
84 0.60 1.79
-0.28 1.48
85
86
87
68
0. 00
0. 00
0. 00
0. 40
0.39
0.39
0.39
1. 13
-0.88
-0.88
-0.88
-0.48
0.88
0.68
0.88
1.28
B9 0.60 0. 60
-0.28 1. 48
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91 0.06 0.49 -0.82 0.94
92 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.88
93 0.08 0. 53 -0.80 0.96
94 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.86
95 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.88
96 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.88
97 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.86
98 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.68
99 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.88
101 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.66
102 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.86
103 0. 14 0.69 -0.74 1.02
104 1.20 0.74 0.32 2.08
105 2.40 0.83 1. 52 3.28
106 5.80 7.49 4.92 6.68
107 5.90 5. 10 5.02 6.78
108 7.20 2.75 6.32 8.06
109 7.20 3. 37 6.32 8.08
1 11 0. 00 0. 39 -0. 88 0.66
i ; 0. 00 0.39 -0.86 0.68
-IT 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.68
1 '.4 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.66
115 1. 10 0.63 0. 2 1.96
116 3. 16 I. 17 .30 4.06
1 17 3.04 0.63 2. 16 3. 92
1 IS 6. 40 1. 18 5. 52 7.28
; 19 6.60 3. 39 5. 72 7. 48
,1 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.88
122 0. 00 0. 39 -0. 68 0.88
,3 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.88
i '4 0.26 0. 13 -0. 62 1. 14
l5 1.60 0.29 0. 72 2.48
126 3.66 3. 74 2. 76 4.54
127 4.98 6.69 4. 10 5.86
128 6.48 3.50 5.60 7.36
.29 6.90 4. 33 6.02 7.78
131 0. 00 0. 39 -0. 88 0.68
132 0. 00 0.39 -0.86 0.88
133 0.20 0.88 -0.68 1. 08
!? 0.20 0.58 -0.66 1.08
1 . 1.40 0. 31 0. 52 2. B
l3"6 2.60 0.98 1. 92 3.66
137 3.44 2.92 2.56 4.32
138 5.72 5. 25 4.84 6. 60
139 6. 16 4.28 5.28 7. 04
141 0.20 0.88 -0.68 1.08
142 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.88
143 0. 00 0.39 -0.86 0.88
144 0. 00 0.33 -0.88 0.88
145 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.86
146 2.20 0. 44 1. 32 3.08
147 2.60 0.61 1.72 3.48
146 4. 20 5. 14 3.32 5.08
149 4.80 7.23 3.92 5.68
151 0. 00 0.39 -0.68 0.88
152 0. 00 0.39 -0.88 0.88
153 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.88
154 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.88
155 0. 00 0. 33 -0.88 0. 68
156 0.60 0.49 -0.06 1.68
157 0.60 0. 60 -0.28 1.48
158 1. 10 0.58 0.22 1.98
159 1.70 0.45 0.82 2.58
161 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.86
162 0. 00 0. 39 -0.68 0.88
163 0.20 0.88 -0.68 1.08
164 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0.68
165 0. 00 0.39 -0.66 0.66
1.66 0. 00 0. 39 -0.88 0. 88
167 0. 40 0. 45 -0.48 1.26
168 1.04 0. 44 0. 16 1.92
169 1.64 0. 41 0.76 2. 52
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171
172
173
174
175
176
:77
178
179
181
182
163
184
135
186
187
188
189
:9l
19
:93
134
195
196
197
138
199
201
02
203
04
05
06
07
0. 00
0. 00
0. 00
0. 10
0. 00
0. 00
0. 00
0.04
0.77
0.20
0.20
0. 20
0. 20
0. 20
1.20
. 04
3. 94
3.94
0. 00
0. 00
0. 00
0. 00
0. 04
0.20
1. 86
3.70
3. 10
0. 00
0. 00
0. 00
0.20
0. 00
1.00
1. 00
1. 44
3.26
AVERAGE ChIP VARIANCE =1.33
OBS NO
1 47
74
06
84
09
0.39 -0.88
0.39 -0.88
0.39 -0.88
0.58 -0.78
0.39 -0.88
0.39 -0.88
0. 39 -0.88
0.45 -0.84
0.38 -0. 11
0.06 -0.68
0.06 -0.68
0.06 -0.66
0.06 -0.68
0.06 -0.68
0.06 0.32
1. 36 1. 16
4.46 3. 06
5. 24 3.06
0. 39 -0. 68
0.39 -0.88
0. 39 -0.88
0. 33 -0.88
0. 45 -0.84
0.06 -0.68
1.48 0.98
5. 14 2.82
4.69 2. 22
0.39 -0.88
0.39 -0.88
0.39 -0.88
0.88 ' -0. 66
0.33 -0.66
0.39 0. 12
0.39 0. 12
0. 16 0.56
2. 73 2.38
= . (160 CHIPS)
CONTRIBUTION TO
ERROR var:IANCE
1,,88
1.,08
0,,71
0.,87
0.88
0.86
0.88
0.98
0.88
0.86
0.88
0.92
3.86
65
08
08
08
08
06
2.08
2.92
4.82
4.62
0.68
0.66
0. 88
0. 86
0.92
1.08
. 74
4.58
3.98
0.86
0. 88
0.68
1.08
0.86
1.68
1.86
2. 32
4. 14
CORR. COF.
0.92
0.94
0.97
0. 95
0.92
GROUP VARIANCE (MODEL 11) 0.382 (5 OBSERVERS)
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F RATIO
CHIPS
OBS
ERROR
7468.9
280.2
952. 1
MEAN SQUARE ERROR
MIDSPREAD EST. OF SIGMA
MSER EST. OF SIGMA
MIDSPREAD
GRAND AVERAGE
90 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL CHIPS
90 COMFIDENCE INTERVAL OBS
TUKEY NONADDITIVITY TEST F(l,
3.05 ESTIMATE OF SIGMA
715.0)
179 41. 73
4 70,.04
716 1 . ,33
1. 330
0. 813
1. 153
1. 106
2.040
0.875
0.024
16. 323
2.481
31.3785
52. 6745
0. 0000
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APPENDIX C
TARGET INTERPRETABILITY
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MEASURED INTERPRETABILITIES
DND. CATS SA ASP MEAS . INT
1 40- 30 0 60. 0
a 40 40 5 50.0
3 40 50 78 64.4
4 40 60 106 7.0
5 40 70 180 59.0
6 30 40 0 l. 8
7 30 50 48 18.
8 30 60 7 6. 6
9 30 70 98 47.4
10 30 80 180 46.8
1 1 0 50 0 4.4
12 0 60 43 9.
13 0 70 61 6.6
14 0 80 76 0. 0
15 0 90 0 9.0
16 16 54 0 1 7. 6
17 16 60 30 - 1 -Z'
18 16 70 48 19.0
19 16 80 53 3.
0 16 86 0 16.4
1 11 59 0 i0. 8
11 70 33 7.6
3 11 81 0 6.8
4 9 61 0 0.8
5 9 69 0 -.0
6 9 65 5 lZ. b
7 50 0 0 63.4
8 50 30 54 44.0
9 50 40 81 51.8
30 50 50 110 54.6
31 50 60 180 87.0
3 60 10 0 76. 0
33 60 0 56 74.6
34 60 30 84 60.0
35 60 40 113 55.8
36 60 50 180 95.4
37 70 10 58 68.4
38 70 0 86 70.0
39 70 30 116 &&
C*
40 70 40 180 96.6
41 80 10 88 5.4
4 80 0 117 66.
43 80 30 180 98.0
44 90 10 119 66.6
45 90 0 180 89.6
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TARGET INTERP - 03 AUG 1983 14:06
CHIP NO MEAN VAR CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 90 PCNT
1 60.00 140.30 51.43 68.57
50.00 4. 79 41.43 58.57
3 64. 40 300. 58 55. 83 72. 97
4 72.00 75.05 63.43 80.57
5 59.00 365.47 50.43 67.57
6 12.80 147.06 4.23 21.37
7 18.20 159.17 9.63 26.77
8 26.80 61.73 18.23 35.37
9 47.40 321.01 38.83 55.97
10 46.80 123.59 38.23 55.37
11 24.40 47.11 15.83 32.97
12 9.20 82.89 20.63 37.77
13 26.60 8.07 18.03 35.17
14 20.00 57.26 11.43 28.57
15 29.00 102.97 20.43 37.57
16 17.60 54.55 9.03 26.17
17 21.20 90.70 12.63 29.77
18 19.00 80.04 10.43 27.57
19 23.20 108.03 14.63 31.77
20 16.40 85.40 7.83 24.97
21 10.80 26.21 2.23 19.37
22 7.60 8.75 -0.97 16.17
23 6.80 17.00 -1.77 15.37
24 0.80 29.67 -7.77 9.37
25 -2.00 45.91 -18.57 6.57
26 2.60 33.46 -5.97 11.17
27 63.40 19.17 54.83 71.97
28 44.00 102.05 35.43 52.57
29 51.80 89.65 43.23 60.37
30 54.60 272.26 46.03 63.17
31 87.00 67.93 78.43 95.57
32 75.99 252.74 67.42 84.56
33 74.60 118.36 66.03 83.17
34 60.00 95.73 51.43 68.57
35 55.80 156.65 47.23 64.37
36 95.40 92.62 86.83 103.97
37 68.40 353.67 59.83 76.97
38 70.00 289.36 61.43 78.57
39 66.20 158.11 57.63 74.77
40 96.60 69.36 88.03 105.17
41 25.37 162.12 16.80 33.94
42 66.20 336.37 57.63 74.77
43 98.00 39.82 89.43 106.57
44 66.60 168.88 58.03 75.17
45 89.60 80.29 81,03 98.17
AVERAGE CHIP VARIANCE =127.554 (45 CHIPS)
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APPENDIX D
REGRESSION STATISTICS
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PREDICTED INTERPRETABILITIES
COND. 2A 2B 2C 2D 2E
1 17.0 17.0 1. 0 17.0 1.0
16.0 16. 0 17.0 . 0 3. 0
3 16.0 18.0 16. 0 3. 0 3. 0
4 9.0 14.0 11.0 16.0 18.0
5 17.0 17.0 17.0 9.5 29. 5
6 15.5 17.5 15.5 15.5 15.5
7 14.0 14.0 14.0 18.0 18.0
8 13.5 16.5 13.5 19.5 19.5
9 8.5 Id J 11.5 15. 0 18.0
10 15.5 15.5 15.5 7.0 7.0
11 13.5 18.5 13.5 13.5 13. 5
12 7.0 16.0 16.0 7.0 16.0
13 12.0 15.0 13.0 17.0 18.0
14 8.0 13.0 10.0 13.0 15.0
15 0.0 1. 0 1. 0 0.0 12. 0
16 1. 5 19.5 1. 5 l.5 12.5
17 6.0 16.0 9.0 6.0 9.0
18 0.0 1. 0 3. 0 0.0 3.0
19 7.0 19.0 11.0 11.0 15.0
0 0.0 12. 0 4.0 0.0 4.0
1 10.0 19.0 11.0 10.0 11.0
0.0 11.0 3.0 0.0 3. 0
3 0.0 12.0 .0 0.0 2. 0
4 6.0 17.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
5 0.0 11.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
6 0.0 12. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0
7 18.5 5.5 30.5 18.5 30. 5
8 17.0 18.0 19.0
"'. "J
IT'
25.5
9 16.5 16.5 16.5 c!i ij
30 14.5 18.5 15.5 2. 0 3.0
31 17.0 17.0 17.0 30. 5 30.5
3 0.0 7.0 8.0 20. 0 8. 0
33 17.0 18. 0 19.0 3.5 5. 5
34 18.0 18.0 19.0 6.0 7.0
35 13.0 16. 0 14.0 1. 0 . 0
36 17.0 17.0 17.0 31. 5 31. 5
37 18. 5 1.5 6.0 9.0
38 17.5 oo <=;i_t_ \j 19.5 6.0 8.0
39 14.5 14.5 14.5
OO cr oo =;
40 17.5 17.5 17.5 3. 0 3. 0
41 19.0 6.0 4.0 8.0 33. 0
4 13.0 13.0 13.0 .0 2. 0
43 17.5 17.5 17.5 33. 0 33. 0
44 13.0 13.0 15.0 3.0 25. 0
45 19.0 19.0 19.0 35. 5 35.5
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SOURCE
C TOTAL
OF
43
44
POOT r-"S F
DEP "CAN
C.V.
SUM CF
SQUARES
l?ia:!o67
?6137. 133
20.2 11215
44.881333
45.03256
MEAN
SQUARE
P-SQUAPF
ADJ R-SO
F VALUE
45.464
0.5139
0.5C26
=R3B>F
0.0001
PREDICTOR 2A
VARIAPLF OF
iNTF.Rcrr
PFFDA
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
6. 1436P2
3.2 16226
STANDARD
ERROR
6.'* 87 191
0.476911
T FOR HO:
PAPAMETEP-0
0.947
6.74 3
PROP > |T|
0 . 3 4 P 9
0.0001
OBS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
P
g
10
11
12
13
14
\l
17
ie
ic
20
23
24
2^
26
27
23
2q
30
31
ACTUAL
6C.000
5 0.0 0^
' 4 .CCO
72.000
59.000
12.800
16.200
26 .eoo
4 7
4t>
2*
11
26
20
29
17
21
11
23
16
10
7
t
44
87
400
POO
400
200
600
000
000
6 00
200
000
200
400
800
600
600
00000
2. COO
"
600
400
COO
188
000
PREDICT
VALUE
60.320
57.603
57.60?
STD ERR LDWER95X UPPER95X UDWER95S UPPFR95
PREDICT MEAN MEAN PREDICT PREDICT RESIDUAL
60.820
55.995
51.171
49,563
33.482
55.995
4^.563
2S.657
44.738
31.873
6.144
46,3*7
25.441
6. 144
28.657
6.144
38.306
6.144
6.144
25.441
6.144
14 4
644
60.520
Ml
60.820
3.S29
3.555
3.555
3 -3*5
3.829
3.434
3.154
3 .092
3 .455
3.434
3.092
3.856
I'M
6.487
3.021 '
4.170
6.487
3.856
*:!!?
6.487
6,487
4.170
6 .487
6 .487
4 .308
3.829
I'M
3.829
53.097
50.434
50.434
28.345
53.097
49.069
44.910
43.327
26.514
49.061
43.327
20.381
2?9&2
24.659
-6.939
40. 2 55
17.031
-6.939
20.831
Blllio
-6.939
-6.939
17.031
-6.939
-6.939
56.056
53.097
U:IU
53.097
68.542
64.772
64.772
41.835
68.542
57.531
55.798
40.449
62.921
55.718
36.4 33
50.815
39.088
19.226
52.438
33.851
19.226
36.433
ft*19.226
19.226
33.851
19.226
19.226
74.332
66.542
66.647
59.298
68.542
19.335
16.218
16.213
-6.224
19.335
14.651
9.918
8.329
-7.869
14.651
8.329
-12.837
3.528
-9.520
-36.664
5.134
-16.177
-36.664
-12.837
-36.664
-2.951
-36.664
-36.664
-16.177
-36.664
-36 .664
23.169
19.335
17.77?11.501
19.335
102.304
9 8.9 89
9 8.989
97.33',
92,424
90.797
74.332
97.339
10.797
70.152
85.943
73.267
48.951
87.559
67.059
4B.951
70.152
48.951
79.
56"
48.95
48.95
67.059
4 8.9 51
48.951
107.319
102.304
100,644
94:057
102.304
-
.811518
-7.603
6.397
-43.195
-32.971
-22.763
13.918
-9.195
-25.163
0.542738
--\l:m
22.856
-28.74 7
-4.241
12.856
-5.457
10.256
-27.506
1.456
0.656318
-24.641
-8.144
-3.544
-2.244
-16.820
'I'M
26.180
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
PREDICT STD ERR L0WER95* UPPER95* L0WER95* 'JPPER95*
OBS ACTUAL VALUE PREDICT MEAN MEAN PREDICT PREDICT RFSIDUAL
75 .990
74.500
18:888
95.400
,400
,000
,200
,6 00
6 8 ,
70,
66,
96 ,
2-3.37C
66.200
98.000
66.600
P9.600
70.46?
60.820
tt-M
60.820
65.644
62.428
52.779
62.428
67.252
47.955
62.428
47.955
67.252
SUM OF RESIDUALS
SUM OF SOUAPEP 'CSIPUALS
4.845
3.829
t-.m
3.829
4 .308
3.981
3.233
3.981
4.482
3.047
3.981
3.047
4.482
] .03739E-12
17565.21
60.697 80.240
53,097 68.542
Mti ll'AU
53.097 68.542
56.956 74.332
54.399 70.456
46.260 59.29P
54.399 70.456
58.21^41.809
54.399
76.290
54.100
70.456
41.809 54.100
58.214 76.20
28.554
19.335
zl'Mt
19.335
23.969
20.885
11 .501
20.885
25.502
6.734
20.885
6.734
25.502
112.383
102.304
105.642
89.175
102.304
107.319
103.973
14.057
103.970
l8?:??S
103.970
69,175
109.002
5.522
13.680
-*:8tt
34.580
2.756
7.572
13.421
34.172
\\m
35.572
18.645
22.348
139
SOURCE
eWr
C TOTAL
DF
43
44
ROOT MSE
DFR ''FAN
c.v.
SUM OF
SQUARES
4793.909
31343.224
36137.133
26.198374
44.881333
60. 15502
MEAN
SQUARE
4793.909
728.912
P-SOUARE
ADJ R-SO
F VALUE
6.577
0.1327
0.1125
PROB>F
0.0139
PREDICTOR 2B
VAPIAPLF OF
INTERCEF'
PREDP
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
0.461479
2.654573
STANDARD
ERROR
17.732316
1.3351 12
T FOR HO!
PARAMETEP-0
0.026
2.565
PROP > | T |
0.9714
0.0131
OBS
4
5
6
7
P
9
10
11
li
14
15
16
17
18
11
22
23
24 0
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
ACTUAL
PREDICT
VALUE
STD ERR L0WER95K UPPER95X L0WER95X UPPFR95K
1DICTPREt
60,
50,
64 ,
72,
59.
i;
coo
coo
ooc
000
000
800
18.200
26.800
4 7
4 6
2 4
29,
26,
20,
4 00
800
400
200
600
000
29.000
1 7 . 6 00
21
1 9,
23,
200
000
200
18:88
7.600
6.800
.800000
-2
2.
63,
44 ,
51 ,
54 ,
87,
000
600
40"
COO
eoo
600
ooo
45.
42,
48,
37.
45,
$\
44,
33,
41 ,
49,
42.
40,
34,
32,
52,
42,
32,
50
r, 8 1
935
244
62 6
589
917
626
262
64 4
60 7
571
935
280
971
316
226
935
316
898
8 U'.m *
29.662
32.316
45.599
29 .662
32.316
68.153
48.244
44.262
49.571
45.589
4.034
4 .096
4.233
4.920
4.034
4.102
4.920
4.032
5 .950
4.222
4 .421
4.096
4.406
5.580
6.341
4 .940
4 .096
6.341
4 .659
m
6.341
4 .034
7.171
6.341
9.927
4 .233
4.032
4.421
4.034
MEAN
37.454
34.675
39.707
27.704
37.454
38.644
1 27. 704
36.131
21.645
33.092
40.656
34.675
31,394
23.719
19.529
4 2.264
34.675
19.529
41.503
19.529
41.503
15.201
19.529
37.454
15.201
19.529
48.134
39.707
36.131
40.656
37.454
MEAN PREDICT PREDICT RESIDUAL
5?'725
51 .114
56.7PC
47.547
52-725
55.189
47.547
52.393
45.642
50.122
58.486
51.194
49.167
46.223
45.103
62.1P7
51 .194
45.103
60.213
45.103
60.293
44.123
45.103
53.72?
44.123
45. 103
88.173
56.7C0
52.393
58.486
53.725
-1.46?
12.135
-6.668
17.715
-9.462
-8.156
-17.71S
-10.789
-22.110
-13.502
-5.601
-12.135
-14.888
-20.627
-23.612
-3.125
-12.135
-23.612
-4 .353
-23.612
-4.353
-26.673
-23.612
-9.462
-26.673
-23.612
10.142
-6.868
-10.78?
-5.601
-9.462
100.641
18.005
103.356
92.969
100.641
101.989
92.969
99.313
89.397
96.716
104.743
98.005
95.448
90.569
88.245
107.577
98 .005
68.245
106.153
88.245
106.150
85.997
88.245
100.641
85.997
CP. 245
126.164
103.356
99.313
104.743
100.641
14.4 11
7.065
15.756
34.374
13.411
-34.117
-19.426
-17.462
13.756
5.193
-25.171
-13.735
-13.680
-14.971
-3.316
-34.626
-21.735
-13.316
-27.698
-15.916
-40.098
-22.062
-25.516
-44.789
-31.662
-29.716
-4.753
-4.244
7.538
5.029
41.411
STATISTICAL A N A L Y S I S
OBS
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
tt
45
ACTUAL
75 .910
74.500
60. OOO
55.800
95.400
6P.4O0
70.C3C
tt .200
96.600
25.370
66.200
98.000
66.600
8O.6O0
PREDICT
VALUE
72. 138
48,244
48.244
42.935
45.589
6e.i<?
60. 189
38.95 3
46.917
50.899
STD ERR L0WER95S UPPER95* L0WER95 UPPER95?
PREDICT MEAN MEAN PREDICT PREDICT PFSIDUAL
95.0C2
56.780
60.293
13.061
-6.868
-6.866
12.135
-9.462
10.142
3.840
-16.293
-8.156
11 'I32.
mil
20.627
-4.353
131.209
103.356
98,505
100.641
126.164
116.539
94.199
,989
.829
101,
127.
5.62
101,989
90.569
106.150
3.855
26.256
11.756
12.865
49.811
27.247
49.683
-44.110
31 22 9
51.083
31.629
36.702
SUM OF RESIDUALS
SUM OF SOUARFD residual:
1 .02313E-12
31343.22
140
SOURCE
Model
error
C TOTAL
CF
43
44
ROOT MSF
DtP "FAN
C.V.
SUM CF
SQUARES
16145.198
19991.935
36137.133
21 .562206
4 4.881333
40.0427
MEAN
.... SQUARE
16145.198
464.929
R-SOUARF
ADJ R-SO
F VALUE
34*726
0.4466
0.4339
PROB>F
0.0001
PREDICTOR 2C
VAPIA8LF DF
INTFRCFP
PREDC
i
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
3.804197
2.927628
STANDARD
ERROR
7.722284
3.496807
T FDR HO:
PARAMETPP-0
0.454
5.893
PR08 > |T|
0.6523
0.0001
OBS
8
9
10
11
12
\l
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
ACTUAL
6 0 . 0 0 0
^O.COO
64 .COO
72. COO
59.000
12.800
18.200
?6 .900
47.400
46 .800
24 .400
29.200
26.600
20.000
29.000
17.600
21 .200
19.000
23 .200
16.400
10.800
7.600
6.800
.800000
-2 .COO
2.600
63.400
44.0C0
51.800
54.600
B7.C00
PREDICT
VALUE
64 .984
53. 274
8G.346
35. 70S
53.274
48.862
4 4.491
4 3.02 7
37. 172
48 . S32
4 3.02 7
5C.346
tt'Ml
38.636
40. 100
29.853
12.287
35. 708
15.215
35.708
12.297
9.359
21 .070
STD ERR L0WER95X UPPER95* L0WER95V JPPER95S
PPEOICT MEAN MEAN PREDICT PREDICT RESIDUAL
,432
,804
92. 797
59.129
51.810
48.892
53.274
4 .687
3.516
3 .345
3.571
I'M
3.215
3.230
3 .470
3.235
3.230
3.345
i-m
3.385
3.315
4 .103
6.397
3.571
5.973
3.571
6.397
6.831
5.163
7.273
7.722
8.743
4 .022
3.423
3.285
3.516
55.532
46.184
43.600
28.506
ttm
38.007
36.514
30.173
42.257
36.514
43.600
31.810
33.414
21.578
-.614174
28.506
3.169
28.506
-.614174
-4.417
10.657
-8.237
-12.069
75.164
44.908
42.257
46.184
74.437
60.364
57.093
42.910
88:383
50.975
49.540
44. 170
55.50P
49.540
57.093
mn
45.461
46.785
38.128
25.188
42.910
27.260
42.910
25.188
23.136
31.4P3
21.100
19.07P
110.429
7.240
58.712
55.508
60.364
20.485
9.216
6 .342
-8.369
1 215
.8964
526129
94;'061
.872-6
4 .696
942061
6 .342
ilUS.379
-5,.381
-3 .916
14 .412
33 .071
-8 .369
29..907
-8.369
33.071
36.255
-23.643
-3 .460
-42.6R5
45.674
14.895
7.782
4 .e96
9.215
101.484
17.332
14.351
79.785
97.332
92.369
88.455
86 .96
81.216
92.963
86.996
94.351
5'*276.940
82.652
P4.095
74.117
87.645
71.785
60.336
79.785
57.645
54.974
65.783
52.323
49.693
139.720
103.363
95.B39
92.868
97.332
984
274
654
292
726
082
291
227
228
082
627
146
Mtt
-9.636
22.500
-4
-3
13
36
5
-36
-26
-16
10
-2
-19
-21
,653
,713
,508
,1(
6,
12,
-4.6
-2.559
-20.270
-8.432
-.904197
-29.397
-15.129
-.010052
5.718
33.726
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
OFS
32
33
36
37
3P
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
ACTUAL
7 8 .990
74.500
88:888
95.400
6P.400
70.000
tt .200
96.600
2 5.3 70
66.
96,
:oo
)00
66.600
9 9.6 00
PREDICT
VALUE
3 5.478
59.129
59.129
44.491
53.274
66.448
60.693
45.955
54 . 73P
73.767
41.56 3
54.738
47.419
59. 129
STD ERR L0WER15*/ UPPER952 L0WFR95'? UPPFR95*
PREDICT MEAN MEAN PREDICT opfoiCT ^FSIDUAL
SUM OF RESIDUALS
SUM OF SCUAREP RESIDUALS
3.623
5.86<
3.263
3.623
3.243
4 .022
70.147
54.018
li:Bof
46.184
56^625
52.171
39.462
47.430
&l'2i
Mil40,878
M.OlR
1 . 12621E-12
19991.93
100.809
50'.i75
60.364
76.271
69.015
52.447
62.045
85.588
48.144
62.045
53.959
67.240
39.370
14.695
9.215
21.969
16.301
1.989
10.644
26.705
3.445
14 .995
131.585
103.363
103.363
88.456
97,332
111.029
104.885
89.921
98.932
118.330
yu. on
91.392
103.363
-9.488
15.371
.870879
11.309
42.126
1.952
9,
20,
41 ,
-48,
407
245
862
397
24.637
43.262
19.181
30.471
141
SOURCE Cf
ROOT MSF
DEP MFAN
C,V.
SUM CF
SQUARES
24739.120
11398.013
36137.133
16.280973
44.881333
36.2756
MEAN
SQUARE
265.
R-SOUARE
ADJ R-SQ
F VALUE
93.330
0.6846
0.6773
PROB>F
0.0001
PREDICTOR 2D
VAPIAPLF TF
INTERCEP
PRETD
PARAMETER
FSTIMATF
4.654029
2.301626
STANDARO
"ERROR
4.319670
0.233245
T FOR HO:
PAPAMETEP-0
0.66
9.661
PPflB > |T|
0.3396
0.3001
OBS ACTUAL
tc
6C
6 4
72
59
12
18
?6
47
4 6
?4
2q
26
20
29
1 7
21
ln
16
10
7
000
000
ooo
coo
000
800
200
800
40C
6 00
4 00
200
600
000
000
600
200
coo
2 00
400
800
600
6.800
00000
2
2
63,
51,
54,
67,
000
600
400
COO
eoo
600
000
PREDICT
VALUE
4 3 . 78 2
55.20
57.591
41 .480
72.552
40.329
46.083
49.536
31. 17e
66. 798
35. 726
20.765
43.782
34.575
4.654
33.424
18.464
4 .654
29.972
4.654
2l:W
4.654
18.464
4 .654
4 .654
47.234
STD ERR LQWER95X UPPER95* L0WER95X UPPER95*
PREDICT MEAN MEAN PREDICT PREDICT RESIDUAL
1.74
2 .430
2.655
2.761
2 .452
2.43?
2.474
2 .498
3.322
2 .605
3.482
2 .430
2.651
4.820
2 .701
3 .656
4 .320
2 .376
4 .820
3.011
4.820
4.820
3.656
4 .820
4 .820
2.439
38.082
49.135
52.024
36.534
64.981
35.343
41.182
44.546
34.141
60.098
30.472
13.744
38.882
29.229
-5.066
27.977
1 1 .090
-5.066
24.172
-5.066
21.599
-5.066
-5.066
11.090
-5.066
-5.066
42.315
742
55.290
74.854
48.682
60.645
63. 159
46.426
80.123
45.315
50.984
54.526
44.216
73.498
40.980
27.787
48.682
10.584
22.022
24 .289
Mi
38.
7,
57
119
12.886
16.325
5.961
33.205
2.475
-12.911
10.584
39.922 1.309
14.374 -29.588
38.872 0.141924
15.188
29.589
25.837
14.374
2.655
3.939
35.772
14.374
\l'M
14.374
25.837
14.374
14.374
52.153
9<'72864.428
60.645
82.797
19
3.370
-29. 583
-5.720
-29.586
-29.588
-15.189
-29.589
-29 .589
14.034
25.420
25.420
22.022
41.073
76.9 79
88.557
90.914
74.684
106.247
73.539
79.281
82.746
72.396
100.309
68 .977
54.341
76.97?
67.341
38.396
66.707
52.1 15
39.396
63.314
38.396
61.061
38.896
38.996
52.115
3P.996
38.896
60.434
92.064
"
'.064
16.218
0.290
-19.918
-11.326
3.435
-17.182
-14.575
24.346
-15.824
2.736
14.346
-6.772
11.746
-16.870
2.946
2.146
-17.664
-6.654
-2.054
16.166
-14.742
-6.942
38.557 -.6B9797
108.634 12.146
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
OBS
32
P35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
ACTUAL
78 . c' 9 0
74.500
60.000
55. BOO
95,
66,
70,
6 6 ,
96,
400
400
000
20^
600
25.370
66.200
98.000
66.600
91.600
PREDICT STD ERR L0WER95* UPPER95S L0WER95V UPPFR95?
VALUE PREDICT MEAN MEAN PRFDICT PREDICT RESIDUAL
\'M
5 0.68 7
It
52.988
77.155
64.496
64 .496
56. 441
78.306
69.100
55.290
80.608
57.591
96.362
SUM OF PESI8UALS
SUM OF S3UA=ED RESIDUALS
2.500
I'M
2.568
4.129
3.164
3.164
2 .706
4 .226
3.439
2.655
4.423
2.761
4.932
45.644
13:??$
47.809
68.828
58
58
50
69
62
115
115
,994
783
,063
49.935
71.687
52.024
76.415
6 .57252E-13
11398.01
55.729
64.428
70.878
58.167
85.483
70.878
70.878
61 .898
86.829
76.136
60.645
89.528
63.159
96.30P
17.466
25.420
31.048
19.749
43.282
31.049
31 .049
23.157
44 .384
35.520
22.022
46.584
24.289
52.055
83.905
92.064
97.944
86.229
111.029
97.944
97.944
89.725
112.229
102.679
88.557
114.631
90,894
120.569
25.303
15.758
-4.496
2.812
18.245
3.904
5.504
.759
19.294
-43.730
m\\
9.009
3.238
142
SOURCE
C"TOTAL
OF
43
44
ROOT MSE
DEP MEAN
C.V.
SUM OF
SQUARES
2mkm
36137.133
15.083353
44.881333
33,60719
MEAN
SQUARE
26354,309
227.508
R-SQUARE
ADJ R-SQ
F VALUE
115.839
0.7293
0.7230
PROB>F
0.0001
PREDICTOR 2E
**1AB\E DF
INTFPCFP
PREDE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
-2.597219
2.454377
SfTAN0*RO T FOR HOIr ERROR P-ftPAMFTEP=0
4.951319
0.229041
-0.525
10.763
PROS > f T I
0.6026
0.0001
OBS ACTUAL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
9
10
11
12
il
15
16
17
18.
Ii
20
23
24-0
25
26
27
28
31
60.000
50.000
64.000
72.000
59.000
12.800
18.200
26.900
47.400
46.800
24 .400
29.200
26.600
20.000
29.000
17.600
21 .200
1 9. COO
23.200
16.400*9:888-
6.800
,900000
-2 .000
2.6.00
63 .400
44.000
H:888
87.000
PREDICT
VALUE
48.945
53.853
53.853
35.446
41.582
4 5.263
41 .582
63. 671
30.537
36.673
41.582
9.675
26.855
28.082
19.492
4. 766
34.218
7.220
24.401
4.766
2.312
12. 129
-.142 64 1
-2.597
72.261
59.989
n-.m
72.261
STD ERR L0WER95X UPPBR95S L0WER95X UPPER95*
PPEOICT MEAN MEAN PREDICT PREDICT RESIDUAL
2.260
2.398
2.398
44.347
49.017
49.017
37.005
63.297
30.579
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